MEETING AGENDA
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
December 10, 2014
9:00 AM
Main Conference Room
1. CALL TO ORDER / ESTABLISH A QUORUM / INTRODUCTIONS
2. AGENDA APPROVAL
3. PUBLIC COMMENTS
A. Resolution of Appreciation for Wayne Williams
B. Other topics not on the current agenda
4. CONSENT ITEMS (These items will be acted upon as a whole, unless they are called up for
discussion by a Board member or a citizen wishing to address the Board.)
A. Approval of the Minutes from the November 12, 2014, Regular Board Meeting 
B. Summary Financial Reports 
C. 2014 Evaluation Letter to the Executive Director (separate delivery)
5. REPORTS
A. Strategic Coalition for Federal Action Update
B. Executive Director’s Report 
C. Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC) 
D. Community Advisory Committee (CAC) 
E. Regional Advisory Council (RAC) 
F. Arkansas Fountain Coalition for Urban River Evaluation (AF CURE) 
6. Action Items
A. FY 2013-FY 2018 Transportation Improvement Program Amendment #24 
B. PPACG Foundation Proposal 
7. INFORMATION ITEMS
A. EPA Proposal to Revise Ozone Standards 
B. Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee Agenda Discussion
C. Nominating Committee Report for PPACG Officers for 2015 
8. MEMBER ENTITY ANNOUNCEMENTS
9. MEETING SCHEDULE
10. ADJOURNMENT

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chair: Commissioner Dennis Hisey
First Vice Chair: Mayor Marc Snyder
Second Vice Chair: Councilmember Andy Pico
CITY OF COLORADO SPRINGS
Jill Gaebler, Councilmember (719) 385-5483
Don Knight, Councilmember (719) 385-5487
Andy Pico, Councilmember (719) 385-5491
Keith King, Councilmember (Alternate) (719) 385-5470
Val Snider, Councilmember (Alternate) (719) 385-5485
Vacant, Councilmember (Alternate)
CITY OF CRIPPLE CREEK
Bruce Brown, Mayor (719) 689-2502
CITY OF FOUNTAIN
Gabriel Ortega, Mayor (719) 287-4223
Sharon Thompson, Councilmember (Alternate) (719) 200-1419
CITY OF MANITOU SPRINGS
Marc Snyder, Mayor (719) 575-9441
Coreen Toll, Mayor Pro Tem (Alternate) (719) 685-0513
CITY OF VICTOR
Buck Hakes, Mayor (719) 689-5548
Veldean Petri, Councilmember (Alternate) (719) 689-3584
CITY OF WOODLAND PARK
Mayor Neil Levy (719) 687-9246
Noel Sawyer, Councilmember (Alternate) (719) 660-4534
EL PASO COUNTY
Sallie Clark, Commissioner (719) 520-6413
Darryl Glenn, Commissioner (719) 520-6411
Dennis Hisey, Commissioner (719) 520-6414
Amy Lathen, Commissioner (Alternate) (719) 520-7276
Peggy Littleton, Commissioner (Alternate) (719) 520-6415
Wayne Williams, Clerk & Recorder (Alternate) (719) 439-1870
PARK COUNTY
Mark Dowaliby, Commissioner (719) 836-2751
TELLER COUNTY
Norm Steen, Commissioner (719) 689-2988
Marc Dettenrieder, Commissioner (Alternate) (719) 689-2988
TOWN OF GREEN MOUNTAIN FALLS
Tyler Stevens, Mayor Pro Tem (719) 684-9414
Lorrie Worthey, Mayor (Alternate) (719) 651-9367
TOWN OF RAMAH
Keith McCafferty, Mayor (719) 541-2163

Secretary: Commissioner Norm Steen
Treasurer: Mayor Pro Tem Tyler Stevens
Regional Transit Rep: Councilmember Jill Gaebler
TOWN OF ALMA
Gary Goettelman, Mayor (719) 836-2712
TOWN OF CALHAN
Goldie Dyess, Mayor Pro Tem (719) 347-2586
Clint Cooper, Trustee (719) 347-9749
TOWN OF FAIRPLAY
Gabby Lane, Mayor (719) 836-2622
TOWN OF MONUMENT
Rafael Dominguez, Mayor (719) 481-2954
TOWN OF PALMER LAKE
Nikki McDonald, Mayor (719) 481-3307
COLORADO TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
Les Gruen, Commissioner (Non-Voting) (719) 227-7777
Karen Rowe (Non-Voting) (719) 546-5452
Doug Lollar (Alternate) (Non-Voting) (719) 634-2323
REPRESENTATIVE, MILITARY COMMUNITY
Steve Dant (Non-Voting) (719) 955-3020
Mark Volcheff (Alternate) (Non-Voting) (719) 660-6762
FORT CARSON
Mr. Rod Chisholm (Non-Voting) (719) 526-5600
PETERSON AIR FORCE BASE
Col. John Shaw (Non-Voting) (719) 556-2100
Col. Rich Burchfield (Alternate) (Non-Voting) (719) 556-2100
SCHRIEVER AIR FORCE BASE
Col. William Liquori (Non-Voting) (719) 567-5002
Col. E. Marcus Caughey (Alternate) (Non-Voting) 567-5002
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY
Col. Stacey Hawkins (Non-Voting) (719) 333-1010
Col. Brad McDonald (Alternate) (Non-Voting) (719) 333-1010
REPRESENTATIVE, PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Jim Null (Non-Voting) (719) 262-4093
AIR QUALITY CONTROL COMMISSION
Gary Kaufman (Non-Voting) (303) 692-3269
WATER QUALITY CONTROL COMMISSION
Mark Pifher (Non-Voting) (719) 668-8693
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STANDING COMMITTEES
Air Quality Technical Committee
Tim Roberts (City of Colorado Springs), Chairperson
Rich Muzzy (PPACG)
Community Advisory Committee
Bob Baker (El Paso County), Chairperson
Rachel Beck (PPACG)
Mobility Coordinating Committee
Gail Nehls (Amblicab), Chairperson
Angel Bond (PPACG)
Regional Advisory Council
Bill Gamble (Colorado Springs), Chairperson
Guy Dutra-Silveira (PPACG)
Regional Economic Forum
Chairperson (Vacant))
Vacant (PPACG)
Transportation Advisory Committee
Jenifer Irvine (El Paso County), Chairperson
Craig Casper (PPACG)
Water Quality Management Committee
Mike Wicklund (Monument Sanitation District), Chairperson
Rich Muzzy (PPACG)
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RESOLUTION BY
THE PIKES PEAK AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS’
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ACKNOWLEDGING APPRECIATION TO
EL PASO COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDER WAYNE WILLIAMS
December 10, 2014
WHEREAS, El Paso County is a member government of the Pikes Peak Area
Council of Governments, and El Paso County has representatives serving on the
various committees of the Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments, and
WHEREAS, Wayne Williams, both as a Commissioner and as Clerk and
Recorder, has served and represented El Paso County with distinction on the Board
of Directors of the Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments from January 2003 until
December 2014, and as PPACG’s representative on the Statewide Transportation
Advisory Committee for a period of 10 years, and
WHEREAS, Wayne Williams was instrumental in serving on the Statewide
Transportation Advisory Committee, the Governor’s Blue Ribbon Transportation
Panel, CDOT’s Statewide Transit Project Selection Committees, and working with the
Transportation Commission to fund strategic regional transportation projects such as
the I-25 COSMIX project, the I-25 Widening to Monument project, the I-25
Interchange projects at Cimarron, Fillmore, Baptist Road, Monument, and at Gate 20
of Fort Carson, as well as safety and interchange projects on the Powers Boulevard
Corridor, and
WHEREAS, the December 10, 2014, Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments
Board of Directors meeting will be his final meeting as a member of the Board of
Directors.
NOW, BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors wishes to
acknowledge its deepest gratitude to Clerk and Recorder Wayne Williams for his
commitment to regional planning and collaboration, his wise counsel, and for his
dedication to the advancement of the Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments and
the citizens it represents.
RESOLVED, APPROVED, AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of the Pikes
Peak Area Council of Governments this tenth day of December 2014, at Colorado
Springs, Colorado.
_____________________________
Dennis Hisey, Chair
Board of Directors
ATTEST:
______________________________
Norm Steen, Secretary
Board of Directors
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Agenda Item 4A

Minutes of the
Regular Meeting
Board of Directors
November 12, 2014
PPACG Main Conference Room
Members Present

Represented By

El Paso County

Commissioner Dennis Hisey
Commissioner Darryl Glenn
Mayor Marc Snyder, First Vice-Chair
Councilmember Andres Pico, Second Vice-Chair
Councilmember Jill Gaebler, Public Transit Representative
Councilmember Don Knight
Mayor Gabriel Ortega
Councilmember Sharon Thompson (Alternate)
Commissioner Norm Steen, Secretary
Mayor Pro Tem Tyler Stevens, Treasurer
Mayor Neil Levy
Rod Chisholm
Col. Rich Burchfield
Col. William Liquori
Col. Brad McDonald
Dr. Jim Null
Karen Rowe
Doug Lollar
Commissioner Les Gruen

City of Manitou Springs
City of Colorado Springs
City of Fountain
Teller County
Town of Green Mountain Falls
City of Woodland Park
Fort Carson
Peterson Air Force Base
Schriever Air Force Base
United States Air Force Academy
Public Transportation
CO Transportation Commission

Members Absent

Represented By

El Paso County
Park County
Town of Ramah
Town of Monument
Town of Palmer Lake
Town of Calhan
City of Cripple Creek
Town of Alma
Town of Fairplay
City of Victor
Military Affairs Council
Air Quality Control Commission
Water Quality Control Commission

Commissioner Sallie Clark
Commissioner Mark Dowaliby
Mayor Keith McCafferty
Mayor Rafael Dominguez
Mayor Nikki McDonald
Mayor Pro Tem Goldie Dyess
Mayor Bruce Brown
Mayor Gary Goettelman
Mayor Gabby Lane
Mayor Buck Hakes
Steve Dant
Gary Kaufman
Mark Pifher

Guests
Staff from member governments, regional partners, and citizens

PPACG Staff
Mr. Rob MacDonald, Executive Director
Mr. Craig Casper, Transportation Director
Ms. Barb Louricas, Office Resources Manager
Mr. Guy Dutra-Silveira, AAA Director
Ms. Yolanda Roberts, Transportation Planner
Mr. John Hanson, GIS Planner

Ms. Beverly Majewski, Financial Manager
Mr. Rich Muzzy, Environmental Program Manager
Ms. Rachel Beck, Policy & Communications Manager
Ms. Emily Lindsey, Transportation Planner
Ms. Kristina Evanoff, Transportation Planner
Ms. Jacquelyn Puett, Program Assistant

A. Executive Session: In accordance with the Colorado Open Meetings Act (24-6-401+), the Board, in Open
Session, determined that it would hold an Executive Session to discuss a personnel matter regarding the
annual evaluation of the executive director.
The Executive Session began at 9:00 a.m. and adjourned at approximately 9:45 a.m.
1. Call to Order/Establish a Quorum/Introductions
Director Hisey called the regular meeting to order at 9:50 a.m. Introductions were made.
2. Agenda Approval – Unanimously approved as presented.
3. Public Comment – Mr. Rob MacDonald announced that PPACG had received an Association of
Metropolitan Planning Organizations award for Outstanding Overall Achievement for a Transportation
Management Area Metropolitan Planning Organization for its Moving Forward 2035 Update Regional
Transportation Plan.
4. Consent Items
A. Approval of October 8, 2014, Regular Board Meeting Minutes
B. Summary Financial Reports
C. Mobility Coordinating Committee Bylaws Revision
D. 2014 Evaluation Letter to the Executive Director (separate delivery)
Director Steen moved approval of the consent items with no revisions. The motion carried unanimously.
5. Reports
A. Executive Director’s Report
B. Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC)
C. Community Advisory Committee (CAC)
D. Regional Advisory Council (RAC)
E. Mobility Coordinating Committee (MCC)
F. Arkansas Fountain Coalition for Urban River Evaluation (AF CURE)
Mr. Rob MacDonald, PPACG Executive Director, presented highlights from his monthly report of activity and
announced Ms. Rachel Beck as PPACG’s new Policy and Communications Manager. Representatives from
advisory committees presented information and recommendations from their recent meetings.
6. Action Items
A. FY 2015 PPACG Draft Budget and Work Program
Ms. Beverly Majewski, Financial Manager, presented the proposed PPACG FY 2015 Budget for a second time
along with the draft Work Program for 2015 for the Board’s review.
Several Directors commented on the appropriateness of the proposed 2.9 percent cost of living allowance for
PPACG staff members for 2015. Following the comments, three motions carried unanimously.
Director Pico moved to provide a 2 percent cost of living increase for PPACG staff members for 2015. The
motion carried unanimously.
Director Snyder moved to increase the executive director’s annual income from a mid-step to a step six. The
motion carried unanimously.
Director Snyder moved to approve the FY 2015 Budget and Work Program with the two changes above.
Director Knight requested that the Board discuss member government dues assessments for FY 2016 at the
February 2015 meeting and that the matter be voted on by the Board in March 2015. PPACG staff took direction
to adjust the budget schedule at Knight’s request.
Director Snyder’s motion carried unanimously.
B. FY 2013-FY 2018 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) Amendment #23
Mr. Ken Prather, Senior Transportation Planner, reviewed Amendment #23 as several requests by several entities
to add new projects, and add and rollover funds for existing projects. The amendment included the City of
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Colorado Springs’ request to add seven projects to the TIP, CDOT’s FY 2015 resource allocation revisions for
four programs in the Pikes Peak Metropolitan Planning Organization area, and a request to program $20 million
of Regional Priority funds for the I-25/Cimarron Interchange project.
Ms. Kathleen Krager, City of Colorado Springs Transportation Manager, said that the City was very concerned
about losing projects that were crucial, particularly the widening of Powers. The City was looking at using local
funds to participate in the Cimarron Interchange so that some of the RPP funds could be freed up to help with
the funding of the widening of Powers Boulevard. The City would likely return to PPACG in January for a request
for a change in funding.
Director Steen moved to approve the numerous requests as Amendment #23 to the FY 2013-FY 2018
Transportation Improvement Program. The motion carried unanimously.
C. 2040 Moving Forward: Funding Levels
Ms. Kristina Evanoff, Transportation Planner, presented for approval transportation funding categories and
funding availability between the years 2016 and 2040. She said that PPACG staff used various statistics to
complete missing funding estimates in the forecast received from CDOT. The funding categories will help
determine maintenance and operations going forward in the regional plan and CDOT had reviewed and approved
the missing funding estimates developed by PPACG staff.
Director Steen asked why in the year 2021 the numbers dropped to a negative projection. Mr. Craig Casper,
Transportation Director, said that it was built into CDOT’s forecast due to gas tax issues; there was an assumption
that the general fund monies would stop. However, the regional transportation plan is developed every four years;
by the year 2021, the numbers would be revised.
The TAC’s request to have more detail, or further explanation, included in the funding level forecast was
discussed by Director Knight. Director Gaebler, the regional public transportation representative, asked why there
were no dollars after 2020 in the transit category. Mr. Casper answered that the transit forecast was only projected
for five years.
Director Snyder moved approval of the funding levels for use in the development of the 2040 Moving Forward
Plan. The motion carried unanimously.
D. STAC Representative Selection Process for 2015
Mr. MacDonald requested that the Board discuss the process for the selection of Statewide Transportation
Advisory Committee representatives for 2015 as Director Williams and Ms. Lisa Czelatdko had resigned their
positions.
Director Snyder said that he had been impressed with Director Steen’s ongoing representation as an alternate
representative and he inquired if Director Steen would be interested in serving as PPACG’s primary
representative. Director Steen confirmed that he would be interested.
After discussion, Director Knight moved to appoint Director Steen as PPACG’s primary representative on the
STAC and to allow the Nominating Committee to seek a second alternate for the Board. Mr. MacDonald and Mr.
Casper would continue to serve as alternates. The motion carried unanimously.
E. Appoint Nominating Committee for PPACG Officers for 2015
The following Directors volunteered to serve as members of the Nominating Committee responsible for the
development of a recommended slate of officers for the Board for 2015: Sallie Clark / Darryl Glenn / Jill
Gaebler / Sharon Thompson / Marc Dettenreider.
F. PPACG Foundation Proposal
Mr. MacDonald introduced a proposal to create the “PPACG Foundation” through the Pikes Peak Community
Foundation to allow PPACG the ability to receive donations or grants and issue tax receipts. The cost for
administration by the Pikes Peak Community Foundation was 5 percent of the income and would allow PPACG
to avoid the expense of being an independent 501(c)(3).
Director Knight asked if PPACG had alliances with other non-profits that could pass the donations through. Mr.
MacDonald expressed concern over potential conflicts of interest with non-profits, some of which might be
applying for funds from PPACG, in addition to other audit and administrative issues.
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Director Knight said that he had an issue with the 5 percent cost and requested that PPACG do more research to
determine if they could find a way to pass the donations through at a lower cost.
Director Knight made a motion to delay the item one month and directed staff to look at other options. The
motion carried unanimously.
7. Information Items
A. MPO Planning Area Boundary
Mr. John Hansen, GIS Planner, said that there was a need to adjust the MPO’s boundaries to make sure that the
Urbanized Area was completely encompassed following the last US Census. Maps of the boundary changes were
available for the Board’s review and the Board would be asked to approve the changes at a future time.
B. 2040 Moving Forward: Project Portfolio Development
Mr. Casper discussed the development of a project portfolio for use in PPACG’s fiscally-constrained regional
transportation plan and the options for models used to measure project priorities. After a workshop and a
discussion at the TAC meeting, it was determined that PPACG will maintain use of the Weighted Sum Model
method.
C. 2040 Moving Forward: Chapter 13
Ms. Emily Lindsey briefly introduced draft Chapter 13 of the Regional Transportation Plan for the Board’s review
and comment.
D. Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee Agenda Discussion
Key agenda items were discussed.
8. Member Entity Announcements
A. Governor Commemorates Completion of I-25 Widening
The Directors and Ms. Karen Rowe, CDOT Region 2, discussed participation at the event commemorating the
completion of the project.
Director Steen announced a ribbon cutting in Cripple Creek and Director Stevens announced the opening of
Green Mountain Falls’ new town hall.
9. Meeting Schedule
10. Adjournment
Director Hisey adjourned the meeting at approximately 11:19 a.m.
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

December 10, 2014

TO:

PPACG Board of Directors

FROM:

Beverly Majewski, Finance Manager

THROUGH:

Robert MacDonald, Executive Director

SUBJECT:

SUMMARY FINANCIAL REPORTS
ACTION REQUESTED: Information Only

SUMMARY
The October 2014 financial reports are attached. The Balance Sheet illustrates the PPACG Assets,
Liabilities, and Fund Equity, and the Statement of Revenue and Expenses shows the year-to-date
income and expenses as compared to the budgeted amounts and budget variances.
I will be available at the Board meeting to address any questions Board members may have about
the report information.

ATTACHMENTS
1) 2014 Balance Sheet
2) 2014 Statement of Revenue and Expense
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

December 10, 2014

TO:

PPACG Board of Directors

FROM:

Robert MacDonald, Executive Director

SUBJECT:

Executive Director’s Report
November 12, 2014 through December 9, 2014
ACTION REQUESTED: Information Only

Administration
•

Participated with Rachel Beck, Policy and Communications Manager, in the CAC meeting
to discuss transportation planning processes.

•

With Rachel Beck and Craig Casper, Transportation Director, provided an overview of
the PPACG and, in particular, the Transportation Planning Program to a Gazette
reporter.

•

Met with the PPACG Executive Committee (Officers) to complete the annual review of
the Executive Director.

•

Met with PPACG Board Chair Dennis Hisey and 1st Vice-Chair Marc Snyder to review the
agenda for the next PPACG Board meeting.

Transportation Program
•

Invited to present the PPACG role in local funding of projects through the PPRTA and
PPACG-MPO processes to the Transportation for America (T4America) national
conference in Denver.

•

Joined PPACG Board member Norm Steen and Craig Casper at the monthly meeting of
the Statewide Transportation Advisory Committee.

•

With Craig Casper, met with CDOT to discuss Regional Priority Projects (RPP) program
funding compared to stated PPACG Board priorities. TIP amendments continue to be
developed based on these discussions and are before the Board for action. Future
meetings with our four planning partners within CDOT Region 2 are planned for this
month.

Pikes Peak Area Agency on Aging
•

Attended the RAC meeting to listen to the partner agency reports on their activities.

•

Participated with PPACG finance and AAA staff in the discussions with the Teller Senior
Coalition Board members and their staff regarding fiscal concerns.

PPACG Area Agency on Aging Director Guy Dutra-Silveira reported the following activities:
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•

Held ADRC Advisory Committee meetings.

•

Served on the job interview panel for the director of Aging and Adult Service with the
Colorado Department of Human Services.

•

Investigated importation of data from RouteMatch in SAMS.

•

Attended Peak Military Care Network meeting.

•

Met with Steve Jelinick and Craig Nelson of Aging in Place.

•

Met with Erica Snow of the Colorado Health Foundation to discuss the ADRC grant
status and developments.

•

Attended training on Colorado Choice Transitions program.

•

Participated in Public Meeting for the Pikes Peak Region's Transit and Specialized
Transportation Plans.

•

Researched cost of non-profit sponsor organizations.

•

Talked with the Colorado Nonprofit Development Agency regarding C4A (Colorado
Association of Area Agencies on Aging).

•

Attended Older Adults Community/HCPF/State Unit on Aging meeting.

•

Consulted with Craig Blewitt of Colorado Springs Transit regarding call center
development.

Environmental Program
•

Reviewed the current EPA proposal to modify the national ozone limits and determine
any impacts to the local governments of the PPACG.

Insurance Programs
•

The open enrollment period for Medicare Part D continues through December 7 with
staff members assisting citizens that want help through the process.

•

Our navigators continue to help community members through the Connect for Health
Colorado (C4HCO) open enrollment period that began November 15 and continues
through December 15.

Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority
•

Finalized details with DOLA, El Paso County, and the PPRTA Attorneys regarding the final
details of the DOLA grant contract for the $1.0 million awarded to the County-led PPRTA
A-list project of Baptist Road (West).

•

Participated as the Board Secretary at the November 12 Regular Meeting and the
December 3 CAC meeting.

•

With Rick Sonnenburg, PPRTA Program/Contracts Manager, Beverly Majewski, Finance
Manager, and PPRTA Attorneys, finalized Comprehensive IGAs with local government
attorneys and approval by the local governing bodies. Also, worked to formalize the
PPRTA process for the City of Colorado Springs’ Airport request for the CAZ exclusion
from the PPRTA boundary.

•

Met with the Chair and Vice-Chair of the PPRTA Board, leadership of the CAC, and legal
counsel to review the upcoming Board agenda and review policy topics.
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

December 10, 2014

TO:

PPACG Board of Directors

FROM:

Tim Roberts, Transportation Advisory Committee 1st Vice-Chair

THROUGH:

Robert MacDonald, Executive Director

SUBJECT:

TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT SUMMARY – NOVEMBER 20, 2014
ACTION REQUESTED: Information Only

1. Board of Directors’ Report – Mr. Ken Prather reviewed highlights from the Board of Directors’
meeting on November 12, 2014.
2. FY 2013-FY 2018 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) Amendment #24 – Mr. Ken Prather
stated Amendment #24 to the FY 2013-2018 TIP consists of the following requests:
•

City of Manitou Springs has a two-year (2013-2014) grant to establish and operate its shuttle
bus. The City has $34,000 remaining from the grant and is requesting permission to use these
funds to help pay for operations in 2015.

•

City of Colorado Springs is requesting a project selected during the latest competition for the
Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities and the New Freedom projects
be added to the TIP.

•

CDOT is requesting additional funds be added to a Bridge Preventative Maintenance Program
Project, roll over funds from 2014 to 2105 for this project and reduce the scope to six bridges.

The Committee unanimously recommended that the Board of Directors approve FY 2013-FY 2018
TIP Amendment #24.
3. Metropolitan Planning Organization Boundary Change – Mr. John Hanson stated the proposed
additions to the MPO area consist of census designated urban areas currently outside of the MPO
area. Mr. Hanson explained that the maximum allowable MPO boundary would include the entire
metropolitan statistical area (all of El Paso and Teller Counties) while the minimum allowable
would include urban and urbanizing areas (according to the 2040 forecast). Federal Surface
Transportation Program Metro dollars are calculated on the population of the census-designated
urban area and not on area alone, so there is no fiscal advantage to a larger MPO boundary.
Mr. Gary Hamacher and Mr. Jeff Rice explained El Paso County’s interest in including Charter Oak
Ranch Road inside the MPO area. Mr. Duane Greenwood concurred it would make sense to
include it in the PPACG MPO area. Mr. Hanson will return to TAC next month with this boundary
change as an action item.
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4. Next scheduled meeting – Thursday, December 18, 2014
TAC Members Present
Bill Alspach
Wade Burkholder
Duane Greenwood
Gary Hamacher
Darren Horstmeier
Glenn Messke
Wendy Pettit
Ken Prather
Jeff Rice
Tim Roberts, 1st Vice-Chair
Brian Vitulli, 2nd Vice-Chair

Representing
City of Woodland Park
City of Manitou Springs
City of Fountain
El Paso County
Schriever AFB
Peterson AFB
Colorado Department of Transportation
Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments
El Paso County
City of Colorado Springs
City of Colorado Springs

Guests
Rachel Beck
John Hanson
Emily Lindsey
Yolanda Roberts

Representing
Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments
Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments
Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments
Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

December 10, 2014

TO:

PPACG Board of Directors

FROM:

Bob Baker, Chair of the Community Advisory Committee

THROUGH:

Robert MacDonald, Executive Director

SUBJECT:

COMMUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT – NOVEMBER 19, 2014
ACTION REQUESTED: Information Only

The following report is provided as a brief summary of the CAC meeting on November 19, 2014:
1. Call to Order for Regular Meeting/Establish Quorum/Introductions – 3:00 p.m.
2. Agenda Approval – Approved as presented.
3. Public Comments – Mr. Rob MacDonald, Executive Director, announced that PPACG received
an Association of Metropolitan Planning Organizations award for Outstanding Overall
Achievement for a Transportation Management Area Metropolitan Planning Organization for
its Moving Forward 2035 Update Regional Transportation Plan.
4. Mountain Metro Transit Budget Presentation – Mr. Brian Vitulli, MMT Planning Supervisor,
gave a presentation on the Transit Division’s budget and goals for the year 2015.
5. 2040 Transit and Specialized Transportation Plans Presentation – Mr. Vitulli and Ms. Angel
Bond, Mobility Manager for PPACG, presented information on the regional plans that were in
the process of being developed. A public meeting was scheduled for the same day to receive
input on the plan objectives.
6. Approval of the minutes from the October 29, 2014 regular meeting – Mr. John Dick
requested a revision to the minutes for Item 6, I-25/Cimarron Status Report by CDOT. He
requested that the word “bids” be replaced with “estimated costs,” the removal of the word
“schedule” in sentence three and the inclusion of the phrase “funding estimate” in the last
sentence. The motion to approve the minutes with these changes carried unanimously.
7. Board of Directors Report – Mr. Baker provided a report on the Board’s actions and
discussions at the November meeting. There was discussion regarding statewide
transportation funding.
8. FY 2013-FY 2018 Transportation Improvement Program Amendment #24 – Mr. Ken Prather,
Senior Transportation Planner, presented three requests comprising the amendment. The City
of Manitou Springs had a request to use $34,000 in available CMAQ funds to help pay for its
shuttle operation in 2015. CDOT requested to add $169,380 to the TIP for bridge repair
projects. The City of Colorado Springs withdrew one request, leaving a request to add a 2013
Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities project that was awarded via a
competitive Call for Projects process.
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There was discussion about setting a precedent for Manitou’s request for the $34,000 in
unexpended CMAQ funds, as well as the member government’s fiscal responsibility in having
$34,000 remaining at the conclusion of the two-year program.
Mr. Al Creely made a motion to recommend that the Board approve the requests as TIP
Amendment #24. The committee unanimously approved an amendment to the motion to
recognize excellent fiscal management by the City of Manitou Springs.
The motion carried unanimously.
9. CDOT Regional Priority Program Projects – This item was tabled to another meeting.
10. MPO Planning Area Boundary Changes – Mr. John Hanson, GIS Planner, presented for a
second time proposed changes to the MPO boundary. Recently, El Paso County requested that
Charter Oak Road be included in the MPO boundary to serve Gate 19 for Fort Carson.
The CAC discussed the implications of the county’s request and a motion to table the item to
the next meeting carried unanimously.
PPACG staff conveyed that they need more information from El Paso County on the request.
11. Next scheduled meeting – December 17, 2014
12. Adjournment – 4:40 p.m.
CAC Members Present
Bob Baker, Chair
Al Creely, 2nd Vice Chair
Kathleen Johnson
Harold Moffat
Francis Pitaro
Ellen Haase
Michelle Day
Roger Armstrong
Elizabeth Nijkamp
Tamara Leffler
John S. Dick
Cynthia Doty
Jim Moore
David Whitfield Walker
Rachel Beck (non-voting)

Representing
El Paso County
Citizen-at-Large
Colorado Springs Regional Business Alliance
El Paso County
City of Colorado Springs
Teller County
Citizen-at-Large
League of Women Voters
City of Woodland Park
City of Colorado Springs
Town of Monument
Citizen-at-Large
Citizen-at-Large
City of Manitou Springs
PPACG

CAC Members Absent
Scott Turner
Paul Johnson
Vince Rusinak
Welling Clark
Jen Knellinger, 1st Vice Chair
Greg Lauer

Representing
Town of Ramah
City of Colorado Springs
Citizen-at-Large
CONO
El Paso County
City of Fountain

Guests/PPACG Staff
Rob MacDonald, PPACG
Craig Casper, PPACG
Ken Prather, PPACG
John Hanson, PPACG
Yolanda Roberts, PPACG
Angel Bond, PPACG
Kristina Evanoff, PPACG

Guests
Brian Vitulli, MMT
Lan Rao, MMT
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

December 10, 2014

TO:

PPACG Board of Directors

FROM:

Bill Gamble, Chairperson of the Regional Advisory Council (RAC)

THROUGH:

Robert MacDonald, Executive Director

SUBJECT:

AREA AGENCY ON AGING REGIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL REPORT
ACTION REQUESTED: Information Only

The following report is provided as a summary of the RAC meeting on November 20, 2014:
1. Call to Order/Establish Quorum/Introductions – Bill Gamble, RAC Chair, established a
quorum and called the meeting to order at the PPACG offices at 9:10 a.m.
2. Agenda Approval – The agenda was approved as submitted.
3. Public Comments – There were no public comments.
4. Approval of October 30, 2014 Minutes – Approved unanimously as presented.
5. Special Presentation
Beth Roalstad gave a presentation to the RAC on the Senior Reach program currently
operating in Jefferson County, Colorado. This evidence-based model of mental health
treatment includes using existing community capacity and expertise to build a new network
of support for vulnerable seniors. Several agencies in the Pikes Peak Region are planning to
duplicate the Senior Reach model and will be looking for funding sources to help launch this
much-needed program in the coming year.
6. Discussion Item
Carryover funding for FY 2014 – Guy Dutra-Silveira: The State Unit on Aging has advised the
PPACG AAA that approximately $89,000 in carryover funding is now available to redistribute
to providers. The Technical Review Subcommittee will meet on December 2 to consider the
disposition of these funds, as well as the allocation of remaining Innovation/Coordination
grant monies. The Subcommittee’s recommendation will then be brought to the December
11 RAC meeting for review and recommendation to the PPACG Board.
7. Information Items
A. Provider presentations
i. El Paso Fountain Valley Senior Citizens – Dennis Crosser gave a presentation to RAC
members about the transportation and nutrition services his agency provides using
Older Americans Act and Older Coloradans Act funding.
ii. Pikes Peak United Way 2-1-1 – Amy Dinofrio gave a presentation to the RAC about
the information and referral services her agency provides to community members
using Older Americans Act and Older Coloradans Act funds.
iii. Prospect Home Care & Hospice – Mary Barrowman gave a presentation to the RAC
on the home care and telephone reassurance service Prospect Home Care &
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Hospice provides to the residents of Teller County using Older Americans Act and
Older Coloradans Act funding.
iv. UCCS Aging Center – Laura Engelman and Miranda Shaw gave a presentation to the
RAC on the counseling and caregiver support they provide using Older Americans
Act and Older Coloradans Act funding.
v. YMCA of the Pikes Peak Region – Becky Byrnes and Rebecca Janecek gave a
presentation to the RAC on the Matter of Balance program they offer to seniors
using Older Americans Act and Older Coloradans Act funding.
B. AAA Director’s report – Guy Dutra-Silveira
i. The Colorado Department of Health Care Policy and Financing is rolling out the new
Colorado Choice Transitions program. The PPACG AAA will be participating by
subcontracting with The Independence Center, which has experience helping to
transition residents of assisted living and skilled nursing facilities back into the
community.
ii. Governor Hickenlooper has again requested that additional funds be made
available in the state budget to provide services for the growing number of
Coloradans over 60. His request is for approximately $4,000,000 of additional
funding.
C. Aging and Disability Resources for Colorado update – Carrie Schillinger
i. The ADRC work group will be meeting to begin review of the Policy & Procedure
Manual on Monday, December 1.
D. Community Information
i. The El Paso County Faces of the Fire exhibit will be presented to the community at
an opening reception at the Citizens’ Service Center (1675 Garden of the Gods
Road) on December 17 at 10:30 a.m.
8. Next scheduled RAC meeting – Thursday, December 11, 2014
9. Adjournment – The meeting was adjourned by Mr. Bill Gamble at 11:40 a.m.
Members Present
Betsy Anderson
Gayle Carley
Bill Gamble
Norma Garbani
Claire Gilkey
Dixie Herring
Phyllis Huggins
Marylyn Massey
Jerry Novak
Ethan Rector
Jo Ruth
Sheryl Sablan
Frances St. Germain
Aisha Young
Guy Dutra-Silveira

Representing
Teller County
Alzheimer’s Association
Colorado Springs
Manitou Springs
Colorado Springs
The Independence Center
Eastern El Paso County
Colorado Springs
Colorado Springs
Colorado Springs
Colorado Springs
EPCDHS
El Paso County
Colorado Springs
PPACG AAA (non-voting)
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Members Absent
Cheryl Dingwell-Keckritz
Lamont Gizzi
Frank Kuehn
John Kurth
Barbara Riley-Cunningham

Representing
Colorado Springs
Southern El Paso County
Colorado Springs
Park County
Teller County

Guests Present
Carrie Schillinger
Rob MacDonald
Rachel Beck
Mary Barrowman
Beth Roalstad
Pat Ellis
Miranda Shaw
Amy Dinofrio
Laura Engelman
Dennis Crosser
Becky Byrnes
Barbara Berger
Rebecca Janecek
Marina Skinner
Diana Spriggs
Edith Consavage

Representing
PPACG AAA Administration Team
PPACG
PPACG
Prospect Home Care & Hospice
Innovations in Aging
Silver Key Senior Services
UCCS Aging Center
PPUW 2-1-1
UCCS Aging Center
El Paso Fountain Valley Senior Citizens
YMCA of the Pikes Peak Region
Teller Senior Coalition
YMCA of the Pikes Peak Region
El Paso County resident
El Paso Fountain Valley Senior Citizens
El Paso Fountain Valley Senior Citizens
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

December 10, 2014

TO:

PPACG Board of Directors

FROM:

Rich Muzzy, Environmental Program Manager

THROUGH:

Robert MacDonald, Executive Director

SUBJECT:

ARKANSAS FOUNTAIN COALITION URBAN RIVER EVALUATION REPORT
ACTION REQUESTED: Information Only

The following report is a brief summary of the AF CURE meeting held on December 2, 2014.
1. Stream Re-segmentation - Committee members agreed to form a working group to
formulate an approach for stream re-segmentation. This issue arose during the 2013
Arkansas River Basin Hearing and is important because, in several areas, a number of
tributaries are lumped together into one segment, causing additional expense to
dischargers. These tributaries could end up being assigned designated uses that are not
appropriate for all of the waters within the segment.
Committee members will look at existing water quality and hydrologic data, identify
additional data and informational needs, and options for re-segmentation.
Recommendations will be made based on similar characteristics and attributes of stream
segments. The working group will also develop a scope of work for additional consultant
help.
2. Colorado Discharge Permit System Renewals - Committee members discussed the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System wastewater permits that have been issued and
similar concerns regarding the permits that have been released, including requiring that
anti-degradation limits be established for E. coli when segments are already listed on the
Clean Water Act 303d list of impaired waters.
Concerns were also expressed regarding temperature data loggers that might be lost or not
accessible. To address potential temperature issues, entities need a clause that allows for a
waiver if the temperature sensors are lost. Applications for permits are due in December
following the Basin Standard Hearings, and the Water Quality Control Division is attempting
to issue the permits in 2015.
3. U.S. Geological Survey Comparison of Macroinvertebrate Sampling Methods - Committee
members discussed a USGS presentation on invertebrate sampling methods. The USGS
designed a study to determine if there was a difference in the results from their method
versus the Division’s method. Sampling was done at 15 sites concurrently - single and multihabitat samples for both methods. The differences between the sampling methods included
the sample size, time, and area.
Committee members agreed that a meeting should be scheduled with the Water Quality
Control Division prior to going to the Water Quality Control Commission. As a next step, a
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meeting will be scheduled with staff from the WQCD to discuss this issue further.
Eventually, AFCURE will go to the WQCC for approval of the USGS method.
4. Sampling Locations - Sarah Reeves reviewed the list of monitoring locations. Additional
baseline sampling locations and nutrient monitoring locations were recommended. Each
entity was asked to sample one baseline site and one site for nutrients. Committee
members discussed the cost of sampling at the monitoring locations: $160 per site event for
nutrient sampling and $1,300 per site event for baseline sampling. Committee members
discussed the frequency of sampling, parameters to be sampled, and cost-sharing with the
USGS through participation in the Joint Funding Agreement. The Joint Funding Agreement is
in the process of being finalized and entities were asked to contact Sarah Reeves and Ginny
Johnson to confirm that they will be conducting the additional sampling.
5. Water Quality Forum Working Group Updates - Committee members discussed issues that
would be included in the Basic Standards Hearing and topics currently being discussed in
the Basic Standards Working Group.
Individuals Present
Ginny Johnson
Jim Kendrick
Roger Sams
Rich Muzzy
Connie King
Jim Quam
Sarah Reeves
Mark McCormack
Nancy Keller
Robert Hull
Chris Scott
Doug Schwenke
Tad Foster
Tyler Drennan
Jerry Jacobson
Bill Burks
Jim Heckman
Roger Ortiz
Alison Plute

Representing
Colorado Springs Utilities
Monument Sanitation District
GMS, Inc.
Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments
Pueblo West Metropolitan District
Pueblo West Metropolitan District
Brown and Caldwell
Widefield Water and Sanitation District
City of Pueblo Wastewater Treatment Facility
Donala Water and Sanitation District
Security Sanitation District
JDS-Hydro Consultants
Law offices of Tad Foster
Cherokee Metro District
Woodmen Hills Metropolitan District
Tri Lakes Wastewater Treatment Facility
Fountain Sanitation District and Lower Fountain
Metropolitan Sewage Disposal District
United States Geological Survey
Colorado Springs Utilities
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

December 10, 2014

TO:

PPACG Board of Directors

FROM:

Kenneth Prather, Transportation Planner

THROUGH:

Robert MacDonald, Executive Director

SUBJECT:

FY 2013-FY 2018 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AMENDMENT #24
ACTION REQUESTED: Review & Approve

SUMMARY
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) Amendment #24 consists of requests by the City of
Manitou Springs, the City of Colorado Springs, and CDOT to extend the use of existing funds, add a
project, and re-scope an existing project. Proposed changes are indicated by shaded font in the draft
TIP table (Attachment 4).
•

The City of Manitou Springs has a two-year (2013-2014) grant to establish and operate its
shuttle bus. The City has $34,000 remaining from the grant and is requesting permission to use
these funds to help pay for operations in 2015 (Attachment 1).

•

The City of Colorado Springs is requesting that a project, selected during the latest competition
for the Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities and the New Freedom
programs, be added to the TIP (Attachment 2).

•

CDOT is requesting 1) that additional funds be added to a Bridge Preventive Maintenance
Program project, 2) that roll-over funds from 2014 to 2015 be used for this project, and 3) to
reduce the project’s scope to six bridges (Attachment 3).

With the adoption of this amendment, the FY 2013-FY 2018 TIP will remain in conformity to the Carbon
Monoxide Maintenance Plan for the Colorado Springs Attainment/Maintenance Area.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1) Transportation Advisory Committee: Recommended approval November 20.
2) Community Advisory Committee: Recommended approval November 19.
3) PPACG staff: Recommends approval.
PROPOSED MOTION
Approve Amendment #24 to the FY 2013–FY 2018 Transportation Improvement Program and
authorize the appropriate Board officers to sign the resolution of approval (Attachment 5).
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ALTERNATIVES
The Board of Directors has the following alternatives to consider:
1) Approve the item or portions of the item as presented.
2) Disapprove the item or portions of the item.
3) Refer the item back to staff and recommending committees.
PREVIOUS BOARD ACTION
The City of Manitou Springs and CDOT projects and/or their original funding have previously been
approved by the PPACG Board of Directors in the FY 2013-FY 2018 TIP or earlier TIPs. The City of
Colorado Springs’ project was approved by the PPACG Board of Directors in April 2014.
BACKGROUND
Federal regulations limit the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ) Program
to funding project operations for no more than three years. In the Pikes Peak MPO area, it has
been determined that new transit projects reach their full potential in 18 months. With the desire
to make funds available for the maximum number of projects, the PPACG Board of Directors
adopted a policy of limiting the use of CMAQ funds to two years of operational support
(Attachment 6). To approve the City of Manitou Springs’ request would be granting a waiver of this
PPACG policy.
Ordinarily after a project’s completion, remaining funds are returned to a pool and made available
in the next competitive project selection process. In this case, a CMAQ pool does not exist; so it
would be created and contain only the $34,000.
STAKEHOLDER PROCESS
This proposal conforms to the PPACG public involvement process adopted April 10, 2013.
Information was provided as part of the agenda for the November 19 CAC meeting and as part of
the agenda for the November 20 TAC meeting.
ATTACHMENTS
1) City of Manitou Springs letter dated Oct. 8, 2014
2) City of Colorado Springs letter dated Nov. 6, 2014
3) CDOT letter dated Nov. 7, 2014
4) Draft TIP table
5) Draft Resolution of Approval
6) Excerpt from Policies and Application Instructions for FY 2013-2018 TIP Project Selection
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Region 2 Planning
905 N Erie Ave
Pueblo CO 81001-2915

November 7, 2014
Mr. Craig Casper
15 South 7th Street
Colorado, Springs, CO 80905
Dear Mr. Casper,
CDOT Region 2 requests an amendment to the PPACG 2013-2018 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).
In December 2013 CDOT Region 2 was awarded funds from The Transportation Commission for the RAMP Bridge
Preventive Maintenance (BPM) Program for fiscal years 2014 and 2015.
There were two projects created to complete bridge deck and joint repairs on specific bridges in the PPACG area.
The additions to the bridge maintenance program from RAMP in 20 14 were $1,941,594 for project 19936 and for project
19942 the amount added was $2,015,310. In fiscal year 2015 the amounts added will be half again, $1,941,594 and
2,015,310 respectively.
Project 19936 has gone to ad and the project has had $24,293 of funds to award the project to a contractor.
We now are planning to go to ad with project 19942. We have a revised scope of work and engineering estimate to
update in your TIP as well as the CDOT Transportation Improvement Program.
The project has an increase in RAMP Bridge Preventive Maintenance funds of $169,380. The scope has also been
reduced from ten structure down to six. Please see the map that is attached for bridge locations. The new project total
is $4.2 million.
If you have any questions please call me at 719-546-5748.
Sincerely,
Wendy Pettit
Region 2 Planner
Cc: Jason Ahrens (R2 BO)
Karen Rowe (R2 RTD)
Andy Wheeler (OFMB)
Doug Lollar (R2 NPE)
Michael Snow (DTD)
Ken Prather (PPACG)

905 N Erie Ave, Pueblo CO 81001-2915 P 719.546.5452 F 719.546.5456 www.coloradodot.info
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Related Projects:
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Project Number
Project Code:
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FEDERAL AID PROJECT NO. BR 0252-437
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N.T.S.

Print Date: 10/31/2014

Sheet Revisions

File Name: 20002DES_TitleSht.dgn
Horiz. Scale: 1:1

Vert. Scale: As Noted

Unit Information

Unit Leader MAndrew

Date:

Comments

Colorado Department of Transportation

No Revisions:

Phone:719-634-2323

Region 2

Revised:

FAX:719-227-3298

MSA

Project No./Code

Contractor:

1480 Quail Lake Loop, Suite A
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Contract Information

As Constructed

Init.

Project Engineer:
PROJECT STARTED:

Void:

Mark S. Andrew

Resident Engineer:

Comments:

Yun Han
/

/

ACCEPTED:

/

BR 0252-437

19942

/
Sheet Number

1

TIP Amendment Information Form PACOG 2012-2017
11-7-14
CDOT
Region

2

MPO

TIP
Amendment
ID

PPACG SR26710.002

TIP ID

STIP ID
(include
WBS)

Project Description

Changed
Amount/FY

13-65

complete bridge deck and
joint repairs

$2,015.310 from
2014 to 2015

13-65

complete bridge deck and
joint repairs

$169,380 2015

Reason for
Amendment

Roll forward RAMP
Bridge maintenance
funds programmed from
2014 to current fiscal
year
Additional RAMP Bridge
maintenance funds to
meet current engineering
estimate

Date
Approved
by MPO
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PIKES PEAK AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
DRAFT FY 2013 through FY 2018 Transportation Improvement Program Amendment #24

TIP #

STIP #

Project Title

Project Sponsor

Description

Revised by
Amendment or
Administrative
Change

Funding Source

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

CMAQ
Existing
13-12

Manitou Shuttle Service

Manitou Springs

Begin an intra-city transit service
connecting four off-street parking lots in
Manitou Springs.

1

Federal
Local
Overmatch
Total

154.301
32.075
0
186.376

154.669
32.152
0
186.821

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

308.970
64.227
0
373.197

ROLLOVER
13-12

Manitou Shuttle Service

Manitou Springs

Begin an intra-city transit service
connecting four off-street parking lots in
Manitou Springs.

1, 24

Federal
Local
Overmatch
Total

154.301
32.075
0
186.376

120.669
25.084
0
145.753

34.000
7.068
0
41.068

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

308.970
64.227
0
373.197

RAMP BPM for Project
19942 (nine bridges
total)

CDOT

Maintenance of nine (9) structures
throughout the region to include deck
and joint repairs. Structures include: J-18Q, J-18-BM, J-18-BN, I-17-MG, I-17-GN, I17-NU, I-17-MJ, H-17-BB, H-17-CZ

12

Federal
State (RAMP)
Local
Total

0
0
0
0

0
2015.310
0
2015.310

0
2015.310
0
2015.310

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
4030.620
0
4030.620

RAMP BPM for Project
19942 (nine bridges
total)

CDOT

Maintenance of six structures
throughout the region to include deck
and joint repairs. Structures include: J-18Q, J-18-BM, J-18-BN, I-17-GN, I-17-NU, I-17MJ.

12, 24

Federal
State (RAMP)
Local
Total

0
0
0
0

0
2015.310
0
2015.310

0
2184.690
0
2184.690

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
4200.000
0
4200.000

RAMP - Bridge Preventive Maintenance (BPM)
Existing
13-65

SR26710.002

PROPOSED
13-65
SR26710.002
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PIKES PEAK AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
DRAFT FY 2013 through FY 2018 Transportation Improvement Program Amendment #24

TIP #

STIP #

Project Title

Project Sponsor

Description

Revised by
Amendment or
Administrative
Change

Funding Source

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

CDOT

Maintenance of nine (9) structures
throughout the region to include deck
and joint repairs. Structures include: J-18Q, J-18-BM, J-18-BN, I-17-MG, I-17-GN, I17-NU, I-17-MJ, H-17-BB, H-17-CZ

12, 24

Federal
State (RAMP)
Local
Total

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
2015.310
0
2015.310

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
2015.310
0
2015.310

City of Colorado
Springs

Removal of barriers to accessing the
fixed-route transit system at six locations.

24

Federal (5310)

0

0

34.658

0

0

0

34.658

Local

0

0

8.665

0

0

0

8.665

Total

0

0

43.323

0

0

0

43.323

Rollover from Previous Years
ROLLOVER
13-65
SR26710.002

RAMP BPM for Project
19942 (nine bridges
total)

Transit
NEW
13-61

ADA Barrier Removal
Phase III
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RESOLUTION BY
THE PIKES PEAK AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
APPROVING AMENDMENT #24 TO
THE FY 2013-FY 2018 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FOR THE COLORADO SPRINGS URBANIZING AREA
December 10, 2014

WHEREAS, Title 23, Chapter 1, Section 134 and Title 49, Section 8, United
States Code, as updated by the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP21) Act of 2012, requires that each urban area, as a condition to the receipt of Federal
Capital or Operating Assistance, have a continuing, cooperative, and comprehensive
transportation planning process that results in transportation plans and programs
consistent with the planned development of an urbanized area, and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the aforementioned legislation, the Pikes Peak Area
Council of Governments was designated by the Governor of the State of Colorado as
the Metropolitan Planning Organization responsible for carrying out the transportation
planning and programming requirements of Title 23 and Title 49, United States Code,
and
WHEREAS, the Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments is responsible for
the development of a transportation improvement program which is to contain all
transportation projects in the Colorado Springs Urbanizing Area for which federal
assistance is sought as well as those private, state, or locally funded projects which
may impact air quality, and
WHEREAS, the Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments has approved
changes to the FY 2013-FY 2018 Transportation Improvement Program, and
WHEREAS, these changes do not alter the original conformity determination
of the FY 2013-FY 2018 Transportation Improvement Program,
NOW, BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, the Pikes Peak Area Council of
Governments has determined that the FY 2013-FY 2018 Transportation Improvement
Program, as amended December 10, 2014, is in conformity with the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990 and the Carbon Monoxide Maintenance Plan for the Colorado
Springs Attainment/Maintenance Area and adequately addresses metropolitan
planning requirements for the preparation of a transportation improvement program
per the MAP-21 Act.
Agenda Item 6A – Attachment 5

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Pikes Peak Area Council of
Governments, acting for and on behalf of its affected local governmental units, hereby
approves the FY 2013-FY 2018 Transportation Improvement Program for the
Colorado Springs Urbanizing Area as amended December 10, 2014.
RESOLVED, APPROVED, and ADOPTED by the Pikes Peak Area Council
of Governments this 10th day of December 2014, at Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Dennis Hisey
Chair
ATTEST

Norm Steen
Secretary
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Policies and Application Instructions for
FY 2013 - 2018 Transportation Improvement Program
Project Selection
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OVERVIEW
The Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments is calling for projects for its 2013-2018
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). Selected projects will be awarded federal funds
from the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ), STP-Urban (Metro) and
Transportation Enhancement (TE) programs.
The purpose of the CMAQ program in the Colorado Springs metropolitan area is to fund
transportation projects or programs that will reduce emissions of carbon monoxide. The latest
Federal guidance on the CMAQ program can be found on the internet at
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/cmaq08gm.htm.
The STP-Urban (Metro) program is a general purpose program that funds projects or programs
such as planning studies; enhancement activities; road projects on a route functionally classified
as an urban collector, rural arterial, or higher; maintenance, and transit projects other than
operations. http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/federalaid/guide/guide_current.cfm#c78
The Transportation Enhancement (TE) program limits transportation projects to twelve eligible
activities or categories, most of which are bicycle, pedestrian, aesthetic or water quality impact
related. No other project or program types are eligible.
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/transportation_enhancements/
There is an increased emphasis at all levels of government on maintenance, commitment to a
project after the Federal funding ends and accuracy of emission reduction claims. Project
sponsors should ensure this emphasis is reflected in their applications.
Project or program sponsors will have until May 15, 2012 to complete and submit applications.
Following a determination of eligibility, candidate projects or programs will be evaluated based
on criteria approved by the PPACG Board of Directors, ranked, selected and approved for
funding and inclusion in the transportation improvement program by the PPACG Board of
Directors on September 12, 2012.
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ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS
Applications will only be accepted from federal, tribal, state, or local public agencies (e.g. the
Regents of the University of Colorado, a county, city, town, special district, public authority,
transportation authority or joint powers authority). Public agencies may partner with other
organizations (including non-profits or civic organizations) in the development and
implementation of projects or programs. Regardless if partners are involved, the responsible
applicant is the one entity responsible for carrying out to completion the project or program in
accordance with federal, state and local laws and regulations.
PROJECT ELIGIBILITY
All projects or programs must meet the following general and funding category specific
eligibility requirements. Failure to meet all eligibility requirements will preclude the candidate
project or program from further consideration. If applicants have any doubt about a project’s
eligibility, they are encouraged to discuss their proposal with PPACG before submitting their
application.
General


Project or program application must be complete and submitted prior to submittal deadline.



Applicant must demonstrate a commitment for long-term maintenance of the project.



The completed project or program must be open to the general public and must meet the
accessibility standards of the Americans with Disabilities Act.



The completed project or program must meet applicable federal, state, and local
requirements.



Project or program must meet the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA).



Project or program must fulfill a public need or benefit.



Applicant must be a government entity or a partnership in which one or more government
entities are involved in a lead role and have the authority to enter into a contract with the
state.



A letter of sponsorship signed by an administrative officer of the sponsoring agency or
agencies must be included with the application. The letter must commit to 1) ensuring local
funds will be available for the project(s), and 2) the project(s) will be maintained over the
useful life of the project(s). If multiple projects are being submitted, the letter must include
the sponsoring agency’s priorities. If the project or program uses CMAQ funds and involves
a public-private partnership, the letter must include a commitment from all parties to enter
into a legal, written intergovernmental agreement prior to implementing the project. Each
individual project or program must be submitted as one application. A letter of sponsorship
may address multiple projects.
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Congestion Management and Air Quality Improvement


Applicant must demonstrate, through quantitative analysis, that the project or program will
produce a tangible reduction in transportation-related carbon monoxide emissions in the
Colorado Springs Maintenance Area.



Capital investment projects must be new or expanded transportation projects or programs to
help reduce carbon monoxide emissions.



Operating assistance is limited to viable new transit services and new or expanded
transportation demand strategies that can demonstrate air quality benefits. PPACG Board
policy limits operating assistance to no more than two years.



Applicant must commit to and include a plan for semi-annually monitoring, evaluating and
reporting the status of the project or program and its effectiveness in reducing emissions
and/or congestion.



Project or program must meet the federally required minimum local match, and must not
displace any previous public or private funding.



Applicant must be a government entity or a partnership in which one or more government
entities are involved in a lead role and have the authority to enter into a contract with the
state.



A letter of sponsorship signed by the administrative officer(s) of the sponsoring agency or
agencies must be included with the application. The letter must commit to 1) ensuring local
funds will be available for the project(s), 2) the project(s) will be maintained over the useful
life of the project(s), 3) monitoring and reporting the status of the project(s) every six
months. If the project or program involves a public-private partnership, the letter must
include a commitment from all parties to enter into a legal, written intergovernmental
agreement prior to implementing the project.

STP-Metro
Per Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), STP-Metro funds may be obligated for:


Construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, resurfacing, restoration, and operational
improvements for highways (including Interstate highways) and bridges (including bridges
on public roads of all functional classifications), including any such construction or
reconstruction necessary to accommodate other transportation modes, and including the
seismic retrofit and painting of and application of calcium magnesium acetate, sodium
acetate/formate, or other environmentally acceptable, minimally corrosive anti-icing and deicing compositions on bridges and approaches thereto and other elevated structures,
mitigation of damage to wildlife, habitat, and ecosystems caused by a transportation project
funded under Title 23, United States Code;



Capital costs for transit projects eligible for assistance under chapter 53 of Title 49, United
States Code, including vehicles and facilities, whether publicly or privately owned that are
used to provide intercity passenger service by bus;



Carpool projects, fringe and corridor parking facilities and programs, bicycle transportation
and pedestrian walkways in accordance with 23 U.S.C. 217, and the modification of public
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

December 10, 2014

TO:

PPACG Board of Directors

FROM:

Robert MacDonald, Executive Director

SUBJECT:

PPACG PIKES PEAK COMMUNITY FOUNDATION PROPOSAL
ACTION REQUESTED: Review & Approve

SUMMARY
During the November 12 PPACG Board meeting, this topic was introduced and discussed by the
Board with an action of tabling the item until the December 10 meeting. Additional information
requested by the Board included the research of other partner agencies to determine if they
would be able to serve as fiscal sponsor for the PPACG Foundation. The desire of the Board was to
determine if another agency or foundation could provide the service for less than the 5 percent of
income estimated from the Pikes Peak Community Foundation. Our research indicates that the
Pikes Peak Community Foundation is a local agency that offers a highly-competitive rate for this
type of function.
The table below illustrates the comparison of rates and fees from other foundations.

Foundation Name
Pikes Peak Community
Foundation
1st Note Foundation
CoNimby Fund

Southwestern Colorado Area
Health Education Center

Percent
Donations
as Fee
5%
7%

8%

Additional
Fee

Other
Costs

Total Costs

$0

$0

5%

$750
minimum
bank
account
with them.

7%
$3,000 annual
cost regardless
of donations plus
PPACG staff
costs for
financial
information to
them.
8% plus $1,000
deposit in their
bank account
plus PPACG staff
costs for

$250/month

$250
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Colorado Nonprofit
Development Center

9%

$495
minimum
annual fee

Tides Center

9-15%

Open Media Foundation

10%

$9,000
minimum
administration
cost
4% admin.

$50 set up

financial
information to
them.
9% plus $545 in
fees and PPACG
staff costs for
financial
information.
9-15%, with a
minimum cost of
$9,000 per year
14%

The advice of our independent auditor is to exercise caution in having a PPACG partner agency
perform this foundation function, as it is not an advisable business practice from an
accounting/audit perspective. Because PPACG provides funding for the partner agency, asking it to
perform additional activities presents a conflict of interest, in that there may be an implied
requirement to perform the foundation services for low or no cost as a condition of the award of
PPACG Area Agency on Aging funds.
In the last few years, PPACG staff has been offered donations toward our Area Agency on Aging
Programs from clients. Although PPACG can accept the donation, we are not able to issue a tax
receipt to the donor. Over the years, we estimate we have missed tens of thousands of dollars
that could be used for our PPACG AAA programs. Our proposal will allow these donations to be
received, a tax receipt issued, and the funds applied through the PPACG Board to the AAA
programs.
PPACG staff proposes the Board create the “PPACG Foundation” through the Pikes Peak
Community Foundation. As fiscal sponsor, PPCF would receive the donations or grants, issue the
tax receipts, and provide for the appropriate administration of the income to the PPACG
Foundation.
Establishing the PPACG Foundation through the Pikes Peak Community Foundation as a 501 (c)(3)
organization eliminates two primary concerns from PPACG if we were to have PPACG classified as
a 501 (c)(3) organization by itself:
•
•

We do not want to risk possible loss of our quasi-public designation to receive
governmental funds through some or all of our federal and state grants that are not eligible
for non-profit organizations.
The cost to administer a program within PPACG would likely cost more than the income
generated from the donations.

PPCF’s cost for administration is 5 percent of the income and avoids the expense that PPACG
would have to pay if we were our own independent 501 (c)(3) organization. Funds donated to the
PPACG Foundation would be allocated by the PPACG Board of Directors during our normal budget
processes to ensure the collected funds are directed to PPACG programs. We anticipate most of
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these donations or grants would be for the Area Agency on Aging programs; however, donations
to our other programs could also be accommodated.
RECOMMENDATION
PPACG staff recommends that the Board approve application to the Pikes Peak Community
Foundation to create the PPACG Foundation to be able to receive donations or grants for PPACG
programs.
PROPOSED MOTION
Approve the request by PPACG staff to apply to the Pikes Peak Community Foundation to create
the PPACG Foundation, enabling PPACG to receive donations or grants for our regional programs.
ALTERNATIVES
The Board of Directors has the following alternatives to consider:
1) Approve the recommendation as presented;
2) Disapprove the recommendation; or
3) Refer the item back to staff or committees for further discussion.
PREVIOUS BOARD ACTION
The Board has allocated funds from public and private grants and other smaller miscellaneous
donations as part of the normal budget process. This proposal for the Board to use the Pikes Peak
Community Foundation to serve as the conduit for larger donations and grants that are eligible for
use on our PPACG programs is new.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Additional funds generated through private donations and grants to the PPACG Foundation would
be allocated to PPACG programs as directed by the PPACG Board or the individual donor/grantor.
These funds would add to the amount of services our programs can deliver, likely through our
Area Agency on Aging, to reduce waiting lists and serve regional community members. The
administrative costs would be minimal – the Pikes Peak Community Foundation would use a
portion (5 percent) of the donations to cover administrative costs. The remaining 95 percent of the
funds would come to the PPACG Board for allocation in the normal budget process.
BACKGROUND
The PPACG Area Agency on Aging is currently funded primarily through contracts with the State of
Colorado. These funds come through the Colorado Department of Human Services and the
Colorado Division of Insurance. Additionally, the PPACG Area Agency on Aging uses some dues
charged to member governments by PPACG. Additional funding through contracts with the
Colorado Department of Health Care and Finance are currently under consideration. In the past,
grant funding through the Colorado Health Foundation and other sources has also contributed to
our Area Agency on Aging mission. We also received support from our volunteers, valued at
$68,898 in the most recent state fiscal year. The total budget for the Area Agency on Aging is
approximately $3.6 million. Approximately 64 percent of those funds are used by contracting with
non-profit, for-profit, and public organizations to help support those over the age of 60 and their
caregivers.
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Increasing independence for our disabled and aging population has always been an unmet need.
By having the Pikes Peak Community Foundation in place as a 501(c) (3) funding designation, we
will be able to increase our reach and help more people who may be in need and waiting for our
services. Many older adults currently live alone in their own homes at a lesser quality due to the
inability to do some things for themselves. The PPACG AAA’s goal is to enhance their quality of life
and reduce the need for people to move to a nursing home.
Examples of the benefits from the proposed program are:
•

An increase in the number of older adults and disabled served;

•

A decrease the length of time on waiting lists for our services;

•

The design of an “Aging University” to educate older adults, caregivers, and those who
serve our aging and disabled community; and

•

Partnering with other agencies to decrease duplication of service.

STAKEHOLDER PROCESS
PPACG staff has discussed the proposal with individual partner agencies to solicit their comments.
We have also discussed the idea with Pikes Peak Community Foundation staff to obtain their
thoughts on this proposal and its potential operational needs.
ATTACHMENTS
1) Pikes Peak Community Foundation proposed program narrative
2) Pikes Peak Community Foundation proposed 12-month budget
3) Pikes Peak Community Foundation proposed 12-month timeline
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Proposal Narrative

History & Mission:
Describe the founding and operations of the project so far. Also, describe any work you have done to research,
design, or implement the project. Explain the mission of the project/program.
Formed in 1967 under Colorado law, the Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments (PPACG) is a voluntary
organization of municipal and county governments serving the regional community of El Paso, Park and Teller
counties. For 40 years PPACG has worked to ensure that all communities—big and small—have a forum to
discuss issues that cross their political boundaries, identify shared opportunities and challenges, and develop
collaborative strategies for action. These intercommunity relationships underpin the concept of regionalism and
the mission of PPACG.
One of the primary activities of PPACG is planning. PPACG assists local elected officials in making coordinated
decisions affecting the development of all geographic areas of the Pikes Peak region. PPACG programs include:
Area Agency on Aging, Transportation Planning, Environmental Planning, Military Impact Planning, and the
administration of the Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority. PPACG also serves as the designated
repository for U.S. Census data; allocates transportation and aging services funds; provides technical assistance
to member local governments; and evaluates the impact of laws and regulations on local governments.
The PPACG Area Agency on Aging is working toward its overarching goal of developing an area-wide system of
coordinated and comprehensive services for older adults in the Pikes Peak region, designed to enable them to maintain
as much independence as possible.
Programs that operate to accomplish this mission include Senior Information and Assistance (I&A), the Family Caregiver
Support Center (FCSC), Senior Insurance Assistance (SIA), and the Long Term Care Ombudsman Program.
Senior Information and Assistance (I&A) annually publishes the “Yellow Book,” a comprehensive resource directory of
services in our community that has long been regarded as the bible of senior services in the Pikes Peak region. Also
through our I & A program, we provide limited case management services for older adults who need guidance and
support to stay independent in their own homes. This support includes the Homemaker Voucher Program that provides
limited monies or vouchers to clients who need some help with the activities of daily living while they recover from an
illness or to help with chores that have become a road block for them remaining comfortably in their own homes. I&A
also provides assistance with applications for Medicaid for long-term care programs and financial applications to get
assistance paying for pharmacy and dental costs or to obtain emergency funds to help a senior stay safe in their
environment.
The Family Caregiver Support Center (FCGC) supports and educates individuals who are caring for a family member or
friend over the age of 60. It may be a wife or husband caring for an aging spouse. Either the caregiver or the recipient of
care must be age 60 or older. The FSCS provides consultations to family caregivers to help them identify and assess
community resources to assist them in their caregiving role, how to access those resources and develop a plan to
support them in their caregiving responsibilities. The FCSC also provides several educational opportunities for family
caregivers. These include the evidence-based course, “Powerful Tools for Caregivers,” which teaches family caregivers
how to thrive during their caregiving; and “Passages in Caregiving,” a support group offered three times a year to help
family caregivers cope. Individual classes about family caregiving are taught at the Colorado Springs Senior Center and
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at PILLAR for the purpose of helping the community understand the physical and emotional challenges faced by family
caregivers. The FCSC partners with the UCCS Aging Center to provide individual counseling support for family caregivers.
Another community partner, All About Dignity, teaches a five-week course to family caregivers on how to provide
appropriate physical care to their loved ones. To help in alleviating the stress of caregiving, the FCSC provides respite
vouchers to family caregivers to provide a break from their caregiving responsibilities. Once qualified for the respite
voucher program, the family caregiver chooses either a day care or home care voucher, selects the licensed agency to
provide the service, and selects the start date for the voucher. Because of limited funding coupled with high demand,
caregivers often wait three to four months to receive renewal vouchers. Since its inception in 2009, the Caregiver
Respite Voucher program has provided family caregivers with over 22,500 hours of respite care. Family caregivers who
use the services of the FCSC can also receive support and assistance from a Caregiver Coach. Coaches are former family
caregivers who volunteer their time to meet one-on-one with current family caregivers. Coaches receive training before
being assigned to a family caregiver. Coaches are expected to maintain regular contact with their family caregiver to
provide them with much-needed mentorship. Several sites around the community train and supervise coaches for the
FCSC, enabling the FCSC to reach out to caregivers in community neighborhoods more effectively.
Senior Insurance Assistance (SIA), a community staple since 1995, became a partner agency under the AAA in January
2008 and has helped PPACG AAA become a more familiar name in our community. SIA has been a funded program with
grants from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and also the Medicare Fraud Program that is funded
through Association for Community Living (ACL). Both grants are monitored and paid to PPACG via the Colorado Division
of Insurance SHIP/SMP program. SIA has been a lead program in the State Health Insurance Counseling Programs (SHIP)
and provides Medicare and Medicaid counseling to those aging into Medicare or getting Medicare because of disability.
As consumer advocates, we provide these free services to help our senior and disabled community to be informed
consumers on a subject that can be overwhelming. We offer ongoing help with applications for Part D prescription drug
coverage and plan selection. During some past annual enrollment periods, SIA has provided one-on-one contact to more
than 1,800 people on Medicare in a six-week period.
Our Long Term Care Ombudsman program is an integral part of PPACG AAA as we support those in long-term care
facilities such as nursing homes and assisted living facilities. We serve as advocates to ensure that the patient/resident
receives the care and treatment afforded them by ethical standards and the laws of Colorado. Our ombudsmen serve as
mediators between the facility and patient to ensure a harmonious interaction for both. Our Ombudsman program also
goes above and beyond to see that those living in facilities are not forgotten. Most recently, Scott Bartlett, our Lead
Ombudsman, arranged for rodeo queens from around the nation to visit a few of our skilled nursing facilities while they
were in town for the Pikes Peak or Bust Rodeo. The hearts of many residents were lightened by these visits as they
shared memories of their ranch days with these young women. The visits were covered on local print and television
media.
How is the project consistent with the Pikes Peak Community Foundation?
PPACG AAA is committed to improving the quality of life in the Pikes Peak region for older adults and the disabled
population. By promoting self-care and education, we encourage our clients to become educated consumers and to
actively control their healthcare and living situations. We strive to better the lives of those we touch and empower them
to flourish. Our goal is to give our clients the freedom to make choices based on accurate information. We support
services that facilitate that freedom, such as meals (congregate and home-delivered), transportation, and elder abuse
protection services.
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Community Engagement:
Who will our project benefit?
The primary goal of all our aging programs is to bring about a positive change in the options and standards of care for
adults aged 60 and over and disabled individuals on Medicare. Our programs also serve to improve the lives of extended
family members such as caregivers. Each day an individual spends in a nursing home on Medicaid costs taxpayers an
average of $260. When older adults or disabled people can remain in their own homes, it not only saves money but also
greatly improves their quality of life.

What impact do we anticipate the project will have on our targeted population within in two years?
We hope to increase funding to all of our programs via grant applications and thereby increase the number of people we
are able to serve. Currently, some of our programs have waiting lists, and we hope to generate community support to
reduce the number of people on those waiting lists and to extend our community partnerships in order to decrease
service duplication. As mentioned earlier, education and outreach can be a key factor to making informed decisions.
Toward that effort, we are working on plans for an “Aging University” to assist individuals who are aging in place.
How will we measure impact?
We currently have in place a system to track client contacts as well as outcome. Outcome based results and the tracking
is something that has filtered into the federal funding arena and the PPACG AAA has been at the forefront of updating
our system to comply.
What is the community need this project will meet?
Increasing independence for our disabled and aging population has always been an unmet need. By PPACG AAA having a
501(c) (3) funding designation, we will be able to increase our reach and help more people who maybe in need and
waiting for our services. Many older adults currently live alone in their own homes at a lesser quality due to the inability
to do some things for themselves. The PPACG AAA’s goal is to enhance their quality of life and reduce the need for
people to move to a nursing home. Our project will promote sustainability in the individuals own home.
What evidence do we have to support the need for this project? Include sources of information.
Family caregivers are estimated to be ¼ of the population and are considered a population at risk physically, emotionally
and financially. Many family caregivers are ill prepared for the responsibilities of caregiving. Many report high levels of
stress, frustration, anger and depression. According to the fact sheet Caregiver Health published by the Family
Caregiving Alliance and found at the web site www.caregiver.org the consequences of family caregiving are a public
health issue that must be addressed. According to research reviewed by the Family Caregiver Alliance creating a care
plan, education, support groups, coaching, respite and interventions that address specific needs help alleviate the many
negative effects experienced by family caregivers. Lastly, evidence of need is supported by our ever growing waiting
lists for our in-house voucher programs (respite/home care) and the well-known unmet needs of the elderly community
for dental and transportation services.
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What exactly will we do to meet this need?
•
•
•
•

Increase the number of older adults and disabled served with current programs;
Decrease the length of time on waiting lists for our services;
Design an “Aging University” to educate older adults, caregivers, and those who serve our aging and disabled
community;
Partner with other agencies to decrease duplication of service.

What other organizations address similar challenges in your community or work with your target population? How is
your project different?
A number of other agencies work with our target population, older adults and the disabled, but the PPACG AAA is both a
funder of multiple programs through the Title III and State General Funds and a direct service provider. Some of our
programs – Long Term Care Ombudsman, Family Caregiver Support, and Senior Insurance Assistance -- are only found at
the AAA, which makes the PPACG AAA unique to our community.
Other agencies that partner with and/or are funded through the PPACG AAA include Silver Key Senior Services, The
Resource Exchange, The Independence Center, PILLAR, Golden Circle Nutritional Programs, El Paso/Fountain Valley
Senior Services, Park and Teller County Senior Coalitions, Peak Vista Audiology Services, and Senior Mobile Dental (to
name just a few).
What other organizations and individuals are involved in this project? How will they support the project?
With the agencies listed above coming together and with the Adult and Disabled Resource Centers (ADRC) also housed
at the PPACG AAA we will be fostering a more cohesive working environment that will allow all of us to provide better
quality and more service to our clients.
What are three ways you will raise funds for this project (specific grants, individual donations, corporate
sponsorships, fundraisers, etc.?)
1. In the past, the PPACG AAA Senior Insurance Assistance program solicited and accepted client donations; and
these donations averaged $3,000-$5,000 monthly. Since the deactivation of SIA’s 501(c) (3) status, those clients
have been unwilling to contribute without having the tax benefits of contributing to a charitable organization.
We look forward to resuming our relationships with our funders/donors.
2. Fundraising efforts will include grant writing and sponsorships.
3. A number of our current staff do public speaking and have had to decline honoraria. If we are designated a
501(c) (3) organization, we will be able to accept those funds to apply to our programs.
How much financial support has already been committed to this project?

The PPACG Area Agency on Aging is currently funded primarily through contracts with the State of Colorado.
These funds come through the Colorado Department of Human services and the Colorado Division of
Insurance. Additionally, the PPACG AAA utilizes some membership dues charged to member governments by
PPACG. Additional funding through contracts with the Colorado Department of Health Care and Financing are
currently under consideration. In the past, grant funding through the Colorado Health Foundation and other
sources has also contributed to the pursuit of our mission. Additionally, we receive support from our
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volunteers. In the most recently completed state fiscal year, our volunteer efforts were valued at $68,898.
The total budget for the AAA is approximately $3.6 million. Approximately 64% of those funds are utilized by
contracting with nonprofit, for-profit, and public organizations to help support those over the age of 60 and
caregivers in our region.
Does the organization/project have any debts or obligations related to this program?
No
Who will be the leader of this project? Why is this person suited to lead this project?

The PPACG Board of Directors is composed of elected city and county officials from the three-county
AAA service area, as well as many of the encompassed municipalities. PPACG has several volunteer
advisory councils, which encourages citizen involvement in PPACG processes, allowing these volunteers
to provide oversight, input, and guidance for program operations and fund allocation.
Robert MacDonald, executive director of PPACG, has been with the Council for 15 years and has been
executive director for 10 years. In this capacity, Rob oversees 35 staff members, six programs, and
agency-wide administration of the $7.0 million PPACG budget and the $150 million PPRTA budget.
Guy Dutra-Silveira, director of the PPACG Area Agency on Aging, has been an employee of the PPACG AAA for
19 years and AAA director for seven years. He is thoroughly familiar with all aspects of data collection,
contracting processes, and program oversight and management. He is currently president of the Colorado
Association of Area Agencies on Aging (C4A), serves on the State of Colorado’s Aging and Policy Advisory
Committee, and recently served on Governor Hickenlooper’s Community Living Advisory Committee.
Lisa Hietala is the founder of the Senior Insurance Assistance program and now serves as the lead
counselor and manager of the PPACG Insurance Programs. She also serves as the lead trainer for the
State of Colorado SHIP program. She is considered the state expert on Medicare and has been working
with seniors for more than 25 years.
Kent Mathews, MSW, is head of the Family Caregiver Support Center at PPACG. He has been
counseling caregivers for seven years, is a Powerful Tools for Caregivers master trainer, and has added
a respite voucher program and a caregiver mentoring program to the services available for caregivers.
In his role as head of the Family Caregiver Support Center, Kent is very knowledgeable regarding
community resources and how to support family caregivers in navigating the social service system to
access needed resources.
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Estimated PPACG AAA Program Areas to Receive Additional Funds
From the PPACG Foundation through the
Pikes Peak Community Foundation
Over a 12- Month Period
Services would be added throughout the year for the programs that would benefit from additional
grants and donations through the Pikes Peak Community Foundation.
Below is an outline of the PPACG Area Agency on Aging staffing and key service measures.

STAFFING AND KEY MEASURES
2015 Projected

AAA Service delivery personnel
Unpaid staff (volunteers, interns, and AARP workers)
KEY MEASURES
Administer subcontractor services
Gather service data for state and national reports
Direct Services:
Senior Information and Assistance Center
Units of service (inquiry responses including
case management)
Network of Care usage
Printing of Yellow Books
Telephone Reassurance
Ombudsmen
Cases
Facility visits
Consultations
Family Caregiver Support Program

10.85 FTE
4.0 FTE
Services
Projected

19
Ongoing
14,000
25,000
22,000
224
620
1,541
15,000
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

December 10, 2014

TO:

PPACG Board of Directors

FROM:

Rich Muzzy, Environmental Program Manager

THROUGH:

Robert MacDonald, Executive Director

SUBJECT:

EPA PROPOSAL TO REVISE OZONE STANDARDS
ACTION REQUESTED: Information Only

SUMMARY
On November 25, 2014, the Environmental Protection Agency proposed revising the existing
ground-level ozone standard to make it more stringent. The proposal is to reduce the standard
from 0.075 parts per million (set in March 2008) to a level between 0.065 to 0.070 ppm. If the
standard is set in this range, the Colorado Springs Urbanized Area will not be able to meet it and
will be classified as a non-attainment area. The EPA will be taking action on the proposed
standards by October 1, 2015, and is accepting comments on what stakeholders feel is an
appropriate standard.
More information on the proposed standards can be found here.
(http://www.epa.gov/groundlevelozone/actions.html)
Implications of a New Standard
A more stringent ozone standard will require an emissions inventory for both of the two ozoneforming compounds, Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) and Hydrocarbons (VOC), to determine the sources of
excess ozone.
If an area is designated as a non-attainment area, strategies will be evaluated to determine the
best mechanisms to bring the area into compliance. Those will be included in a State
Implementation Plan to reduce ozone to acceptable levels. Strategies could include vehicle
emission testing, addressing vehicle on-board diagnostics such as check-engine lights, or other
measures.
The development of emissions budgets for both NOx and VOC will also be required, similar to what
was done in the past for Carbon Monoxide. PPACG’s Long Range Transportation Plan will be
required to conform to (not exceed) these emissions budgets.
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Timeline
The following timeline is based on the EPA taking final action on October 1, 2015:
•
•
•
•
•

October 1, 2016 – State recommends the designation (i.e. moderate non-compliance) for
all areas of the state.
June 1, 2017 - EPA responds to state’s initial recommendations.
October 1, 2017 - EPA issues final area designations. These will probably be based on 2014
- 2016 data. For 2012-2014, the most recent ozone data available, the concentration at the
U.S. Air Force Academy was 0.071 ppm and at Manitou Springs was 0.069 ppm.
2020 - 2021 - State completes plans to demonstrate how areas will meet the standards.
2020 - 2037 - State is required to meet the standard. The specific deadline depends on the
severity of the problem.

Proposed and Existing Federal Rules
The following federal rules and regulations are proposed to reduce ozone concentrations. A link is
provided for each rule and regulation for more information.
•
•
•

Mercury and Air Toxic Standards - Final rule issued November 7, 2014.
Tier 3 Vehicle Emissions and Fuel Standards - Will set new vehicle emissions standards and
lower the sulfur content of gasoline beginning in 2017.
Proposed Clean Power Plant Rule - This has not been finalized; the deadline to submit
comments was December 1, 2014.

Should the above regulations be implemented, the EPA projects that ozone concentrations in
our region will be 0.066 ppm by 2025.
In addition to federal rules and regulations, there are numerous rules and regulations
implemented by the Colorado Air Quality Control Commission.
Affected Area
The ozone air shed boundary is almost identical to the transportation Metropolitan Planning
Organization boundary, and includes all of Colorado Springs, most of El Paso County, and
Woodland Park. The boundaries do not include Park County or Teller County outside of Woodland
Park.
Ozone Monitoring
Ozone monitoring in the Colorado Springs Urbanized Area is done year round and therefore will
not be affected by potential EPA changes to extend the ozone monitoring season. Monitoring
stations are located at the U.S. Air Force Academy and in Manitou Springs. Both of these monitors
are located along the foothills, where ozone concentrations are usually the highest.
The highest ozone concentrations are usually measured during the summer months of June, July,
and August, although recently, some of the highest concentrations have been measured outside of
this time frame.
Attainment Calculation
Compliance with the ozone standard is not calculated on a single high measurement; rather, the
fourth-highest reading for each year is averaged over a three-year period, and that average is the
figure the EPA uses to determine if a region is in compliance. The three-year average of the fourthmax readings at each monitoring station must show compliance.
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2014 Ozone Season Summary
This table shows the five highest ozone concentrations at both monitoring stations from 2012
through 2014. Ozone concentrations in 2014 were the lowest recorded values in the past decade,
which caused the three-year average of the fourth max to drop:
• From 0.074 ppm to 0.071 ppm at the Manitou Springs station
• From 0.074 ppm to 0.069 ppm at the U.S. Air Force Academy station
2012 - 2014 Ozone Season: Five Highest Ozone Concentrations and Three-year Average of Fourth Max

1st
Max
0.078
0.083
0.067

2nd
Max
0.078
0.079
0.066

3rd
Max
0.076
0.075
0.065

4th
5
Max Max
0.075 0.075
0.074 0.074
0.064 0.064

Three-year
Average of 4th
Max
0.072
0.074
0.071

2012
0.079
2013
0.078
2014
0.063
Note: All concentrations are in ppm.

0.078
0.075
0.062

0.077
0.072
0.061

0.075 0.075
0.072 0.072
0.061 0.061

0.074
0.074
0.069

Year
U.S. Air Force Academy

Manitou Springs

2012
2013
2014

th

The graph on the following page shows the three-year average of the fourth-max ozone
concentrations since 2002. The current ozone standard of .075 ppm is shown as the thick solid line
across the graph, which starts at 2008. Because ozone concentrations have only been measured in
Manitou Springs since 2004, there are only nine monitoring points (2006 through 2014) shown.
Ozone is dependent on weather and meteorological conditions. More moisture, cloud cover,
afternoon thunderstorms, and cooler-than-usual temperatures this summer contributed to lower
2014 concentrations.
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Three-year Average of Fourth-Max 8-hour Ozone Concentrations (2002 – 2014)
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0.04
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0

2014

2013
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2011
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2009

2008
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2005

2004

2003

2002

Years
Manitou Springs

USAF Academy

Current Standard (0.075)

Old Standard (0.084)

BACKGROUND
PPACG is the lead air quality planning agency for the Colorado Springs Urbanized Area. An
informational update on the 2014 ozone season was provided to the PPACG Board in October.
PPACG reviews current and emerging air quality issues and goals, conducts public outreach and
education, and develops plans to improve air quality.
STAKEHOLDER PROCESS
Air quality informational updates are provided to the Air Quality Technical Committee and the
Community Advisory Committee. The AQTC, CAC, and TAC will be meeting to discuss the
implications of any new ozone standard.
PPACG staff will continue to evaluate the proposal and work with the AQTC in evaluating potential
strategies to reduce ozone concentrations.
ATTACHMENTS
1) Overview of EPA's Proposal to Update the Air Quality Standards for Ground-Level Ozone
2) EPA's Proposal to Update the Air Quality Standards for Ground Level Ozone: Designations,
Monitoring, and Permitting Requirements
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The National Ambient Air Quality Standards

OVERVIEW OF EPA’S PROPOSAL TO UPDATE THE AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
FOR GROUND-LEVEL OZONE
On Nov. 25, 2014, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed to strengthen the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for ground-level ozone, based on extensive
scientific evidence about ozone’s effects on public health and welfare. The proposed updates
will improve public health protection, particularly for children, the elderly, and people of all
ages who have lung diseases such as asthma. Today’s proposal will expand the ozone
monitoring season for many states, and will update the Air Quality Index to ensure people are
notified when air quality is unhealthy. It also will improve the health of trees, plants and
ecosystems.
The Clean Air Act requires EPA to set two types of outdoor air quality standards for ozone: a
primary standard, to protect public health with an “adequate margin of safety,” including the
health of at-risk groups; and a secondary standard, to protect the public welfare. The law
requires EPA to review the standards every five years. EPA last updated the standards in 2008.
States would have time to develop and implement plans to meet revised standards, and
existing and proposed federal rules will help, by making significant strides toward reducing
ozone-forming pollution. EPA projections show the vast majority of U.S. counties would meet
the proposed standards by 2025 just with the rules and programs now in place or under way.
SUMMARY OF ACTION
 Based on an extensive body of scientific evidence, EPA is proposing to update both the
primary ozone standard, to protect public health, and the secondary standard, to protect
the public welfare. Both standards would be 8-hour standards set within a range of 65 to 70
parts per billion (ppb). EPA is seeking comment on levels for the health standard as low as
60 ppb. The agency will accept comments on all aspects of the proposal, including on
retaining the existing standard.


Ozone, a key component of smog, forms in the atmosphere when emissions of nitrogen
oxides and volatile organic compounds “cook” in the sun. Emissions from sources such as
cars, trucks, buses, industries, power plants, and products such as solvents and paints are
among the major man-made sources of ozone-forming emissions.



People most at risk from breathing air containing ozone include: children; people with
asthma and other respiratory diseases; older adults; and people who are active outdoors,
especially outdoor workers. An estimated 25.9 million people have asthma in the U.S.,
including almost 7.1 million children. Asthma disproportionately affects children, families
with lower incomes, and minorities, including Puerto Ricans, Native Americans/Alaska
Natives and African-Americans.



EPA estimates that meeting the standards will yield significant health benefits valued at
$6.4 to $13 billion annually in 2025 for a standard of 70 ppb, and $19 to $38 billion annually
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in 2025 for a standard of 65 ppb, nationwide, excluding California. These benefits include
the value of avoiding asthma attacks, heart attacks, missed school days and premature
deaths, among other health effects. EPA analyzed the benefits and costs for California
separately, because a number of areas in California would have longer to meet the
proposed standards. Benefits of meeting the proposed standards in California add to the
nationwide benefits after 2025, with values estimated at $1.1 to $2 billion annually after
2025 for a standard of 70 ppb, and $2.2 to $4.1 billion for a standard of 65 ppb.


Existing and proposed federal rules, including the final Mercury and Air Toxics Standards,
the final Tier 3 Vehicle Emissions and Fuels Standards, requirements to reduce the
interstate transport of ozone, Regional Haze rules, and the proposed Clean Power Plan, will
help states meet the proposed standards by making significant strides toward reducing
ozone-forming pollution. EPA projections show the vast majority of U.S. counties with
monitors would meet the proposed standards by 2025 just with the rules and programs
now in place or under way.



While states ultimately decide what measures to implement to meet a standard, EPA has
developed illustrative measures in order to estimate costs. Those estimates are $3.9 billion
in 2025 for a standard of 70 ppb, and $15 billion for a standard at 65 ppb, nationwide
except for California. Estimated costs in California post-2025 are $800 million for a standard
of 70 ppb and $1.6 billion for a standard of 65 ppb. More on benefits and costs



EPA will take comment on the proposal for 90 days after it is published in the Federal
Register and will hold three public hearings. The agency will issue a final decision by Oct. 1,
2015.

Proposal is based on a large body of science


A significantly expanded body of scientific evidence, including more than 1,000 new studies
since the last review of the standards, shows that ozone can cause a number of harmful
effects on health and the environment.



Exposure to ozone can cause respiratory system effects such as difficulty breathing and
airway inflammation. For people with lung diseases such as asthma and COPD (chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease), these effects can lead to emergency room visits and
hospital admissions.



Studies have also found that ozone exposure is likely to cause premature death from lung or
heart diseases. In addition, evidence indicates that long-term exposure to ozone is likely to
result in harmful respiratory effects, including respiratory symptoms and the development
of asthma.

Proposed primary (health) standard


The Clean Air Act requires EPA to set primary air quality standards to reduce risk sufficiently
to protect public health with an “adequate margin of safety,” including the health of at-risk
groups. In making this judgment, the EPA Administrator considers factors such as the nature
and severity of health effects, the size of the at-risk groups affected, and the degree of
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certainty and uncertainty in the science.


EPA’s task is to set standards that are “requisite” -- neither more nor less stringent than
necessary -- to accomplish this. The law does not require EPA to set primary standards at a
zero-risk level.



EPA’s proposal finds that the current level of the standard – 75 ppb – is not adequate to
protect public health, and it would strengthen the standard by setting the primary standard
at a level within a range from 65 to 70 ppb. EPA staff experts and the agency’s independent
science advisors, the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC), concluded that
scientific evidence supports a standard within a range of 60 to 70 ppb.



The Administrator did not include a standard of 60 ppb in the proposed range because of
increasing uncertainty in the scientific evidence at lower ozone concentrations. This
uncertainty reduces confidence that ozone standard levels below 65 ppb will result in
additional health improvements, compared to improvements that would result from a
standard in the proposed range of 65 to 70 ppb. EPA is taking comment on levels for the
health standard as low as 60 ppb.



The agency will accept comments on all aspects of the proposal, including on retaining the
existing standard.

Proposed secondary (public welfare) standard


The Clean Air Act also requires that EPA set standards to protect the public welfare. EPA’s
proposal would strengthen the secondary standard, also currently set at 75 ppb, to improve
protection for trees, plants and ecosystems.



New studies since the last review of the standards add to evidence showing that repeated
exposure to ozone reduces growth and has other harmful effects on plants and trees. These
types of effects have the potential to impact ecosystems and the benefits they provide.



EPA is proposing that the secondary standard should provide protection against the
cumulative exposures that can damage plants and trees during the consecutive three
months in the growing season when daytime ozone concentrations are the highest and
plant growth is most affected.



The Agency is proposing to define this necessary protection in terms of a “W126 index” in a
range of 13 to 17 parts per million-hours (ppm-hours), averaged over three years. A “W126
index,” named for the formula used to calculate it, is a seasonal index often used to assess
the impact of ozone on ecosystems and vegetation.



To achieve a level of protection equivalent to 13 to 17 ppm-hours based on the W126
metric, EPA is proposing to set an 8-hour secondary standard at a level within the range of
65 to 70 ppb. EPA analyzed data from air quality monitors and found that setting a standard
in a W126 form would not provide additional protection beyond an 8-hour standard.
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However, the Agency is seeking comment on setting the standard based on the W126
metric within a range of 13 to 17 ppm-hours, averaged over three years. EPA also is seeking
comment on defining a target protection level in terms of a W126 index value as low as 7 to
13 ppm-hours. In addition, EPA is taking comment on retaining the existing 8-hour
secondary standard.



For more detail on the proposed standards

Protecting Air Quality: A Partnership Across Governments


Protecting air quality is a federal/state partnership, and EPA, states and tribes have made
significant progress reducing ozone. Nationwide, ozone levels have dropped by a third since
1980 at monitor sites that track ozone trends. Ozone levels declined 18 percent from 2000
to 2013. And 90 percent of areas designated as nonattainment for the 1997 ozone standard
now meet that standard.



EPA has a long history of working closely with states as they develop State Implementation
Plans (SIPs) to reduce emissions of ozone precursors within individual jurisdictions. The
agency will continue these collaborative efforts for any revised ozone standards, including
working with California as it continues to explore regulatory strategies and technologies to
reduce pollution and improve public health protection. California has faced a uniquely
difficult attainment task due to the combination of adverse meteorology and topography,
population growth, and the pollution burden associated with mobile sources.



The agency also will work closely with states that may need to address relatively infrequent
events when ozone formed from sources such as wildfires or stratospheric intrusions
contributes to ozone exceedances.



The agency plans to propose rules and guidance to assist areas with implementing revised
standards within one year after the final standards are issued, or sooner. The agency also
plans to update its Exceptional Events Rule, which outlines the requirements for excluding
air quality data (including ozone data) from regulatory decisions if the data is affected by an
exceptional event. The Exceptional Events rule is one of several tools available to states for
addressing background ozone as they develop their clean air plans. In addition, EPA is
developing guidance to address Exceptional Events Rule criteria for wildfires that could
affect ozone concentrations.



EPA projects that peak ozone levels will continue to improve over the next decade as
additional reductions in ozone-forming pollutants are realized. However, research also
shows that temperature and other meteorological changes associated with the changing
climate have the potential to offset some of the future improvements in ozone air quality,
along with public health improvements that would result -- underscoring the need to
address both ozone and climate change.



In June 2013, President Obama issued the Climate Action Plan, which directed EPA and
other federal agencies to take a series of actions to reduce carbon pollution, prepare the
U.S. for the impacts of climate change, and lead international efforts to address global
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climate change. EPA is taking several actions to cut carbon pollution from passenger cars
and trucks, cut methane emissions from the oil and gas sector and landfills, and cut potent
HFCs from industrial sources.


In addition, in June 2014, EPA proposed the Clean Power Plan to cut carbon pollution from
power plants, while maintaining an affordable, reliable energy system. Actions to reduce
carbon pollution under the proposed plan also would reduce emissions of ozone- and
particle-forming pollutants by about 25 percent in 2030. Learn more about the Clean Power
Plan.



Today’s proposed updates also include changes to monitoring requirements, including
extending the ozone monitoring season for 33 states to match the times of year when data
show ozone can approach unhealthy levels, and to alert the public. The agency also is
proposing to:
o Streamline and modernize the Photochemical Assessment Monitoring Stations
(PAMS) network to use monitoring resources most efficiently. The PAMS network
measures ozone, the pollutants that form it, and meteorology in order to better
understand ozone formation and to evaluate national and local ozone-reduction
options; and
o Update the Federal Reference Method for ozone to include an additional method for
measuring ozone in the outdoor air, which will provide flexibility and choice to state,
local and tribal air agencies.



The proposal also would update the Air Quality Index, EPA’s color-coded tool for
communicating air quality to the public, to reflect changes to the ozone health standard.



In addition, to ensure a smooth transition to the new standards, EPA is proposing to
grandfather preconstruction permitting applications that have made substantial progress
through the review process at the time final standards are issued.



As required by the Clean Air Act, EPA would make attainment/nonattainment designations
for any revised standards by October 2017; those designations likely would be based on
2014-2016 air quality data.



States with nonattainment areas would have until 2020 to late 2037 to meet the proposed
health standard, with attainment dates varying based on the ozone level in the area. Most
states are familiar with this process and can build off work they are already doing to reduce
pollution to help them meet the standards.



The Clean Air Act does not specify deadlines for states to meet secondary ozone standards.
EPA and states determine that through the implementation planning process.



Existing and proposed federal rules will help states meet the proposed standards by
reducing ozone-forming pollution. These rules include: the final Mercury and Air Toxics
Standards, requirements to reduce the interstate transport of air pollution, Regional Haze
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regulations, the proposed Clean Power Plan, and the final Tier 3 Vehicle Emissions and Fuels
Standards. Other rules include: Light-Duty Vehicle Tier 2 Rule, the Mobile Source Air Toxics
Rule, the Light-Duty Greenhouse Gas/Corporate Average Fuel Efficiency Standards, the
Heavy-Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Rule, the Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines
(RICE) NESHAP, and the Industrial/Commercial/Institutional Boilers and Process Heaters
MACT and amendments.
Benefits and Costs


EPA’s proposal is about setting a health standard and determining that level. By law, EPA
cannot consider costs in doing that. However, to inform the public, EPA analyzes the
benefits and costs of implementing the standards as required by Executive Orders 12866
and 13563 and guidance from the White House Office of Management and Budget.



Reducing pollution to meet the ozone standard will reduce both ozone and particle
pollution. EPA estimates that reducing pollution to meet the standards in 2025 will yield
annual health benefits of $6.4 to $13 billion annually for a standard of 70 ppb, and $19 to
$38 billion annually for a standard of 65 ppb, except for California. This includes the value of
preventing harm to health that includes, among other effects:
o 710 to 4,300 premature deaths;
o 790 to 2,300 cases of acute bronchitis in children;
o 1,400 to 4,300 asthma-related emergency room visits;
o 320,000 to 960,000 asthma attacks in children;
o 65,000 to 180,000 days when people miss work; and
o 330,000 to 1 million days when children miss school.



Costs are estimated at $3.9 billion in 2025 at a standard of 70 ppb, and $15 billion at a
standard at 65 ppb nationwide, excluding California. EPA has analyzed costs and benefits for
California separately, because a number of California counties would have longer to meet
the proposed standard, based on their ozone levels. A number of California counties likely
would have attainment dates ranging from 2032 to late 2037.



Benefits of meeting the proposed standards in California add to the nationwide benefits
after 2025, with the value of the additional benefits ranging from an estimated $1.1 to $2
billion at a standard of 70 ppb to $2.2 to $4.1 billion for a standard of 65 ppb. This includes
the value of preventing, among other effects:
o
o
o
o

110 to 430 premature deaths;
67 to 130 cases of acute bronchitis in children;
340 to 740 asthma-related emergency room visits;
99,000 to 210,000 asthma attacks in children;
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o 110,000 to 230,000 days when children school; and
o 5,500 to 11,000 days when people miss work.
Estimated costs of meeting the proposed standards in California post-2025 are $800 million
for a standard of 70 ppb, and $1.6 billion for a standard of 65 ppb.

FOR MORE INFORMATION




To read the proposed rule and additional fact sheets, visit
http://www.epa.gov/glo/actions.html
For instructions on submitting comments, see: http://epa.gov/glo/pdfs/20141125fscomment.pdf
For your local air quality forecasts and information on current air quality, visit
www.airnow.gov

Updated 12/1/2014
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The National Ambient Air Quality Standards

EPA’S PROPOSAL TO UPDATE THE AIR QUALITY STANDARDS FOR
GROUND-LEVEL OZONE: DESIGNATIONS, MONITORING AND PERMITTING
REQUIREMENTS
On Nov. 25, 2014, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed to strengthen the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for ground-level ozone, based on extensive
scientific evidence about ozone’s effects on public health and welfare. The proposed updates
will improve public health protection, particularly for children, the elderly, and people of all
ages who have lung diseases such as asthma. Today’s proposal will expand the ozone
monitoring season for many states, and update the Air Quality Index to ensure people are
notified when air quality is unhealthy. And it will improve the health of trees, plants and
ecosystems.
States would have time to develop and implement plans to meet revised standards, and
existing and proposed federal rules will help by making significant strides toward reducing
ozone-forming pollution. EPA projections show the vast majority of U.S. counties would meet
the proposed standards by 2025 just with the rules and programs now in place or under way.
Improving air quality is a partnership between the federal government, states and tribes. EPA
will work closely with state, local and tribal air agencies to implement the ozone standards. As
part of the proposal, EPA has outlined initial implementation steps the agency would take if the
standards are revised, including the anticipated area designations schedule, along with
proposing updates to monitoring and permitting requirements.
DESIGNATING ATTAINMENT AND NONATTAINMENT AREAS


Once EPA sets a new air quality standard, or revises an existing standard, the Clean Air Act
requires EPA to designate areas as meeting the standards (attainment areas) or not meeting
them (nonattainment areas) based on local air quality. The agency also may designate an
area as unclassifiable, meaning there is not enough information to make a determination.
Governors make initial designations recommendations, and EPA works closely with states
and tribes as it determines initial designations and boundaries for nonattainment areas.



All states with nonattainment areas must develop emission inventories and implement a
preconstruction permitting program designed to provide additional air quality safeguards
for those areas. States with nonattainment areas classified as “Moderate” or higher must
develop state implementation plans (SIPs) showing how the areas will meet the standards.
These states also must adopt reasonable available control technology (RACT) standards for
certain types of emission sources in the nonattainment area.
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Tribes may, but are not required to, develop their own plans for nonattainment areas in
Indian country. Where necessary or appropriate to protect air quality, EPA will develop
plans for any tribal area that chooses not to develop its own plan.



EPA will take final action on the proposed standards by Oct. 1, 2015. Based on that date,
the agency anticipates the following schedule for making area designations, if EPA revises
the standards:
o By October 1 2016: States (and any tribes that choose to do so) recommend the
designation for all areas of the state, or any relevant areas in Indian country, and the
boundaries for those areas. To assist states and tribes in preparing their
recommendations, EPA intends to update its existing designations guidance shortly
after the agency takes final action on today’s proposal – and well before states’ and
tribes’ recommendations are due.
o By June 1, 2017: EPA responds to states’ and tribes’ initial recommendations and
identifies where the agency intends to modify the recommendations. States and
tribes will have the opportunity to comment on EPA’s response, and to provide new
information and analyses for EPA to consider.
o By October 1, 2017: EPA issues final area designations; those designations likely
would be based on 2014-2016 air quality data.
o 2020 to 2021: States, and any tribes that choose to do so, complete development of
implementation plans, outlining how they will reduce pollution to meet the
standards. State and tribal plans can include federal measures, and any local or
statewide measures needed to demonstrate that a nonattainment area will meet
the standards by its attainment date.
o 2020 to 2037: States are required to meet the primary (health) standard, with
deadlines depending on the severity of an area’s ozone problem.
o The Clean Air Act does not specify a deadline for states to meet secondary
standards. EPA and states determine that date through the implementation
planning process.



Clean Air Act rules on the books and on the way will help areas meet the proposed
standards by cutting emissions of ozone-forming nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs). These include rules that will reduce emissions from the nation’s biggest
sources of man-made NOx and VOC emissions, such as vehicles, engines and fuels, power
plants, industrial processes, stationary engines and products such as solvents and paints.



In addition, voluntary programs such as the Advance Program and ENERGY STAR help
reduce emissions by encouraging states, counties, cities and tribes to take actions to
2
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maintain clean air in their communities and by reducing energy demand. Thirty-five areas in
18 states are participating in the Advance Program, implementing programs to protect air
quality, such as minimizing congestion, improving public transit, reducing idling, increasing
energy efficiency in buildings, and raising awareness about air quality.
Actions taken in the next two years that improve air quality will help lower ozone in 2015
and 2016 – two of the three years that will be considered in determining attainment areas.
EPA intends to propose rules and guidance to assist areas with implementing revised
standards within one year after the final standards are issued, or sooner. These rules would
address classification and implementation issues such as:
o Air quality thresholds for nonattainment area classifications, which determine
maximum attainment dates and other required emission control programs;
o State implementation plan (SIP) and attainment demonstration due dates;
o Developing nonattainment area emissions inventories and attainment
demonstrations



EPA anticipates finalizing any proposed new rules and guidance by the time the agency
makes final area designations.

PROPOSED CHANGES TO OZONE MONITORING REQUIREMENTS


As part of the proposed revisions to the ground-level ozone standards, EPA is proposing
several updates to ozone air quality monitoring requirements, including: updating the
length of the ozone monitoring season in some states, which will ensure people are notified
when air quality is unhealthy; revising requirements for a subset of air quality monitors
known as Photochemical Assessment Monitoring Stations (PAMS); and updating the
agency’s Federal Reference Method for measuring ozone.

Ozone Monitoring Season


EPA requires ozone monitoring only during the “ozone season” – the time of year when
weather conditions are most favorable for ozone formation. This season varies by state: in
some states with warmer climates, monitoring is required year-round; however, in states
where the climate is colder, ozone monitoring is required for as little as four months during
the summertime.



A review of 2010-2013 data from year-round air quality monitors shows that ozone can be
elevated earlier in the spring and last longer into the fall than currently required monitoring
seasons in some states. Recently, in the west, ozone concentrations have been above the
level of the standards even during the wintertime. More than half of the 1,300 ozone
monitors currently are operated year-round. This includes monitors that are required to
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operate year-round, based on an area’s ozone season, and monitors that are voluntarily
operated year-round by states and other organizations.


EPA is proposing to extend the ozone monitoring season for 33 states, to ensure compliance
with both the 2008 ozone standards and the proposed updates, and to ensure citizens are
alerted when ozone reaches unhealthy levels. This is particularly important for at-risk
groups, including children and people with asthma. Many states are already operating their
ozone monitors beyond the required monitoring season. Measured values greater than the
level of the standards have always been included in assessments of compliance.



Under the proposal, the monitoring season would be extended by one month for 24 of the
33 states, with longer extensions in nine others. These include states where ozone can be
elevated in the winter: Wyoming, where monitoring would be extended by two months;
Colorado, where the ozone season would be extended by five months; and Utah, where
monitoring would be required for an additional seven months. In addition, ozone monitors
located at the multi-pollutant NCore monitoring sites would be required to operate yearround.



Under the proposal, EPA Regional Administrators would still be allowed to approve changes
to states’ ozone monitoring seasons without rulemaking; however, any previous monitoring
season waivers would be revoked.



The expanded monitoring season requirements would become effective January 1, 2017.
EPA is seeking comment on requiring the expanded monitoring to begin one year earlier.

Photochemical Assessment Monitoring Stations (PAMS) Network


Ozone nonattainment areas classified as serious, severe, or extreme are required to operate
at least two PAMS monitoring sites. These multi-pollutant monitoring sites are designed to
measure ozone, the pollutants that form ozone, and meteorology in order to better
understand ozone formation and to evaluate national and local ozone-reduction options.



During the past 20 years, however, both monitoring technology and priorities have
changed. Based on a 2011 evaluation of the PAMS network, along with consultation with
EPA’s independent science advisers (the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee) and an
organization of state air agencies, EPA is proposing changes to the PAMS network design
requirements to modernize and streamline the network. Some of the proposed changes
include:
o Requiring PAMS monitoring at any existing NCore site in an ozone nonattainment area
instead of the current PAMS network requirements. (NCore is a multi-pollutant
monitoring network for particles, gases and meteorology.) This change would improve
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the geographic distribution of PAMS sites, while reducing redundancy in the existing
network.
o Requiring states that operate PAMS sites to measure nitrogen dioxide, and to measure
and report hourly speciated VOC measurements, using a type of monitor known as an
automated gas chromatograph. EPA also is requesting comment on whether to allow
the use of other, more traditional VOC monitors.
o Establishing Enhanced Monitoring Plans to allow monitoring agencies with
nonattainment areas the flexibility to determine and collect the additional data they
need to better understand their ozone problems. These plans would be required for any
ozone nonattainment area.
Federal Reference Methods


To determine whether an area is meeting the ozone standard, ozone monitoring data must
be obtained using either a Federal Reference or Federal Equivalent monitoring method.



A Federal Reference Method uses monitoring equipment and analytical techniques that
together are considered the “gold standard” for measuring a pollutant in the air. EPA uses
these methods to evaluate other equipment and alternative analytical methods, which
vendors may make available for states to purchase. When approved, these methods are
known as Federal Equivalent Methods.



EPA is proposing to update its Federal Reference Method for ozone to include an additional
method that is based on advanced technology and monitoring methods. Current Federal
Reference and Federal Equivalent ozone monitors will continue to meet EPA requirements
under the proposed change, so states would not be required to replace their existing ozone
monitors.

PROPOSED CHANGES TO PSD PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS


Under EPA’s Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) program, new or expanding
sources of air pollution, such as factories, industrial boilers or power plants, must obtain
permits to ensure they use the most effective pollution controls and do not significantly
worsen air quality in areas with clean air.



As part of the proposed rule, EPA is proposing a grandfathering provision for certain
preconstruction permitting requirements to ensure that any changes to the ozone
standards will not delay final processing of certain pending permit applications. This
provision, similar to the provision finalized in EPA’s 2012 particle pollution standards, would
apply to applications for PSD permits that have advanced through the permitting process
when the ozone standards are finalized.
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To receive a PSD permit, a source must meet several requirements, including demonstrating
that emissions from a proposed project do not cause or contribute to a violation of any
national ambient air quality standard. This requirement generally applies to the air quality
standards -- including any revised standards -- that are in effect at the time the permit is
issued.



EPA is proposing a grandfather provision that would apply to PSD permit applications if
either:
o The permitting agency has formally determined the application to be complete on or
before the date EPA signs a final rule; or
o The public notice for a draft permit or preliminary determination has been published
prior to the date revised ozone standards become effective (60 days after
publication in the Federal Register).
o By these stages in the process, applicants and permitting agencies have completed
much – or all – of the analytical work required based on the standard in effect when
the application was submitted.



Permit applications that have not met either of these criteria would have to demonstrate
that the proposed project does not cause or contribute to a violation of any revised ozone
standards that are in effect when the permit is issued.



The proposed grandfathering provision would become part of EPA permitting rules but also
could apply to permits issued by states and local agencies with approved PSD permitting
programs.



The grandfathering provision would apply only to the requirement to demonstrate that a
proposed project does not cause or contribute to a violation of any revised ozone
standards. Proposed projects would continue to be subject to all other PSD requirements,
including Best Available Control Technology (BACT).



EPA is not proposing to revise nonattainment New Source Review permit requirements as
part of this rule. If revisions are needed, the agency will propose a rule at a later date.

FOR MORE INFORMATION


To read the proposed rule and other fact sheets: http://www.epa.gov/glo/actions.html



Instructions for commenting on the proposal: http://epa.gov/glo/pdfs/20141125fscomment.pdf



Information on the Advance Program http://www.epa.gov/ozoneadvance/



About Energy Star: http://www.energystar.gov
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

December 10, 2014

TO:

PPACG Board of Directors

FROM:

Robert MacDonald, Executive Director

SUBJECT:

Presenting Candidates for the 2015 PPACG Board Officers
ACTION REQUESTED: Receive List of Candidates

In accord with the PPACG Board of Directors Policy for Selecting Board Officers (see Attachment
1), the 2015 Board Officer Nominating Committee is scheduled to present their list of
candidates or slates of candidates at the December 10, 2014, PPACG Board meeting. The
nominating committee consists of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sallie Clark, El Paso County Commissioner
Darryl Glenn, El Paso County Commissioner
Wayne Williams, Clerk & Recorder, El Paso County
Jill Gaebler, City of Colorado Springs Councilmember
Sharon Thompson, City of Fountain Councilmember
Marc Dettenrieder, Teller County Commissioner

In accord with the PPACG Board of Directors Policy for Selecting Board Officers, the tasks for the
December Board meeting are as follows:
December Regular Board Meeting
1) The Nominating Committee presents the nominations for each of the Board Officer
positions to the PPACG Board. This can be accomplished by a slate of officers or by
individual officer positions. Deliberations by the Nominating Committee for Board Officers
shall consider the following guiding principles:
• Consider Board members that have had significant experience with the organization;
• Consider the membership of the officers to consist of a mixture of individuals from
the large and small member governments so that their perspectives are ensured;
• The City of Colorado Springs and El Paso County should each have at least one
representative on the Executive Committee, as they are the two large local
governments that contribute over 90 percent of member dues to the organization.
2) The Nominating Committee Chairperson will contact each individual Board member who is
being considered as an officer for the PPACG Board to verify their interest.
The table on the following page identifies the current 2014 PPACG Board Officers and their
length of service in the specific officer position.
Page 1 of 2
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Current Board Officers
Chair Dennis Hisey (El Paso County)
1st Vice Chair Marc Snyder (Manitou Springs)
2nd Vice Chair Andy Pico (Colorado Springs)
Treasurer Tyler Stevens (Green Mountain Falls)
Secretary Norm Steen (Teller County)

Length of Current Term
2 years
2 years
2 years
2 years
1 year

Based on the October 2014 census of the current PPACG Board members and statements made
through November 2014, the following Board members have responded with their desire to
serve in specific officer positions or various positions. Their stated preferences for specific
officer positions, if any, are indicated in the following table.
Board Member
Dennis Hisey
Marc Snyder
Andy Pico
Tyler Stevens
Norm Steen
Rafael Dominguez

Chair

st

1 Vice
Chair

nd

2 Vice
Chair

Treasurer

Secretary

yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Not
Interested in
Any Officer
Position

The Board of Directors is scheduled to receive the slate of officers in December for their
discussions as to whether there are other slates or candidates to be presented for
consideration. The eventual action by the Board is a vote at the Board of Directors Annual
Meeting scheduled for January 14, 2015.
ATTACHMENT
1) PPACG Board of Directors Policy for Selecting Board Officers
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PPACG Board of Directors Policy for Selecting Board Officers
The PPACG Board of Directors (PPACG Board) established the following policy statements to guide the
annual selection of PPACG Board Officers. In accord with the PPACG Board Bylaws, the PPACG Board
Officers and Executive Director of PPACG serve as the Executive Committee of the PPACG Board. The Board
Officer positions include the following positions: Chairperson, 1st Vice Chairperson, 2nd Vice Chairperson,
Secretary, and Treasurer.
The following text describes of the duties of the Officer positions: The Chair shall preside over all of the
meetings of the Council, sign appropriate legal documents and resolutions approved by the Board of Directors
and represent the PPACG at meetings involving the affairs of the Council. Select the Board Officer Nominating
Committee. The 1st Vice Chairperson shall fulfill the duties of the Chairperson when the Chairperson is
unavailable to perform the required duties. The 2nd Vice Chairperson shall perform the duties of the
Chairperson when the Chairperson and 1st Vice Chairperson are unavailable to perform the duties of
Chairperson. The Treasurer shall review the financial documentation and co-sign the checks of the PPACG
twice per month and be consulted by PPACG staff on various financial matters that may periodically arise. The
Secretary shall co-sign the appropriate legal documents and resolutions of the PPACG approved by Board of
Directors. All officers are signatories on the PPACG banking documents to ensure transactions can occur in the
absence of the Board Treasurer.
The process for electing PPACG Board Officers shall be as follows:
Prior to the end of October
1. The PPACG Executive director initiates a census of current Board members to determine who is interested
in serving on the Executive Committee. The census will be conducted to ascertain:
• If Board members are interested in serving on the PPACG Executive Committee in specified positions
• If Board members are willing to serve on the PPACG Executive Committee in any position
• If Board members are not interested in serving on the PPACG Executive Committee
November Regular Board Meeting
1. The nominating committee is selected by the Chairperson from Board members not applying for Board
officer positions with the approval by the Board;
2. Establish a deadline about the middle of November for submitting written requests by Board members to be
considered for an officer position to the PPACG Executive Director;
3. The Board Chairperson gives the Nominating Committee its charge and schedule.
December Regular Board Meeting
1. The Nominating Committee presents the nominations for each of the Board Officer positions to the
PPACG Board. This can be accomplished by a slate of officers or by individual officer positions.
Deliberations by the Nominating Committee for Board Officers shall consider the following guiding
principles:

Established October 2008
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•
•
•

Consider Board members that have had significant experience with the organization;
Consider the membership of the officers to consist of a mixture of individuals from the large and small
member governments so that their perspectives are ensured;
The City of Colorado Springs and El Paso County should each have at least one representative on the
Executive Committee as they are the two large local governments that contribute over 90 percent of
member dues to the organization;

2. The Nominating Committee Chairperson will contact each individual Board member that is being
considered as an officer for the PPACG Board to verify their interest.
January Annual PPACG Meeting
1. The January Annual PPACG Board meeting packet shall announce the slate of officers.
2. The Board Chairperson reads the current nominations and requests additional nominations from the Board
members;
3. The PPACG Board Chairperson conducts the voting process for the selection of Board officers.

Established October 2008
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:
TO:

November 28, 2014
PPACG Board of Directors

FROM:
SUBJECT:

Robert MacDonald, Executive Director
Meeting Schedule

Listed below is the meeting schedule Dec mid-Jan All meetings will be held in the Pikes Peak
Area Council of Governments Main Conference Room, unless otherwise noted.
December 2014
LRP Steering Committee ............................................................................ December 1 ................................ 9:00 am
Arkansas Fountain Coalition Urban River Evaluation................................ December 2 .............................. 11:30 am
SHRP2 ........................................................................................................ December 3 ................................ 9:00 am
PPRTA Citizen Advisory Committee ........................................................ December 3 ................................ 1:30 pm
Peak Military Care Network Advisory Board............................................. December 4 .............................. 10:00 am
AAA/Ethics ................................................................................................. December 5 ................................ 7:30 am
AAA/BH Care............................................................................................. December 5 ................................ 9:00 am
Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments Board of Directors ............ December 10 .............................9:00 am
PPRTA Board of Directors ...................................................................... December 10 ............................ 1:30 pm
Regional Advisory Council Meeting .......................................................... December 11 .............................. 9:00 am
AAA/Caregiver Coach Program ................................................................. December 12 .............................. 9:00 am
AAA/Medicare 101..................................................................................... December 15 .............................. 9:00 am
AAA/Medicare 101..................................................................................... December 15 .............................. 1:00 pm
Mobility Coordination Committee .............................................................. December 16 .............................. 9:30 pm
Pikes Peak Elder Abuse Coalition .............................................................. December 16 .............................. 3:30 pm
Community Advisory Committee ............................................................... December 17 .............................. 2:00 pm
AAA/Volunteers ........................................................................................ December 18 ............................ 10:00 am
Transportation Advisory Committee .......................................................... December 18 .............................. 1:30 pm

January 2015
AAA/Ethics ................................................................................................. January 2 .................................... 7:30 am
AAA/BH Care............................................................................................. January 2 .................................... 9:00 am
Arkansas Fountain Coalition Urban River Evaluation................................ January 6 .................................. 11:30 am

PPRTA Citizen Advisory Committee ........................................................ January 7 .................................... 1:30 pm
Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments Board of Directors ............ January 14 ................................9:00 am
PPRTA Board of Directors ...................................................................... January 14 ............................... 1:30 pm
Peak Military Care Network Partner Agency ............................................. January 15 ................................ 10:00 am
Transportation Advisory Committee .......................................................... January 15 .................................. 1:30 pm
AAA/Medicare 101..................................................................................... January 26 .................................. 9:00 am
AAA/Medicare 101..................................................................................... January 26 .................................. 1:00 pm

